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NOTE 

These letters culled from the writings of Mr. Gandhi constitute a document of considerable interest to the student of Indian affairs . They touch every
aspect of his public life in India . They are supplementary to the expositions of the now familiar doctrines of Mr. Gandhi scattered through the pages of
Young India . Addressed sometimes to the public and sometimes to his collegues and friends , the letters clench his argu ments in the simple , direct
and intimate way of epistolory communications . They bear the impress of bis sweet reasonableness and persuasive candour that disarm criticism . A
past master in the art of political controversy , Mr. Gandhi brings to bear upon the discussion of public questions , not only an acute dialectical skill
but a most engaging spirit of gentleness and courtesy which leave no bitterness behind in the process of converting his political adversaries . From the
open challenge at Champaran with which the book begins , to the last little note to Charlie ( Mr. C. F. Andrews ) , through all the raging controversies
of the Satyagraba and Non - Co - operation campaigns , we see Mr , Gandhi 



vi 

in the same elevating character , now expostu låting with the authorities for justice and fairplay , now inspiring his colleagues with the feryour of his
own faith in the righteousness of his cause , and always in un deviating greatness and magnanimity 

To read such letters is a liberal education . 
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GANDHI'S LETTERS ON INDIAN AFFAIRS 

THE CHAMPARAN TROUBLE 

[ Shortly after arriving in India from South Africa , Mr. Gandhi preparatory to taking an active part in the politics of the country made an extensive tour
in India with a view to study the situation . One of the first public movements he interested himself in was the improvement of labourers in industry and
agriculture . In response to an insistent publio demand he visisted Champaran in April 1917 , to enquire into the conditions under which Indians
worked in indigo plantations . The local authorities feared that his presence among the indigo labourers will endanger the public peace and might lead
to serious disturbances , and issued on 16th April a notice to him to quit the distriot “ by the next available train . " Mr. Gandhi elected to stay and ,
sent the following reply to the notice :) 

With reference to the order under Sec . 144 , Cr . P. C. , just served upon me , I beg to state that I am sorry that you have felt called upon to issue it ;
and I am sorry , too , that the Commissioner of the Division has totally mis - interpreted my posi tion , Out of a sense of public responsibility , I feel it
to be my duty to say that I am unable to 
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leave this district , but if it so pleases the authori ties , I shall submit to the order by suffering the penalty of disobedience . 

I most emphatically repudiate the Commis sioner's suggestion that ' my object is likely to be agitation . ' My desire is purely and simply for genuine
search for knowledge , and this I shall continue to satisfy so long as I am left free . 

[ Mr. Gandhi appeared before the Magistrate on the 18th April and presented the following statement to the Court :-) 

With the permission of the Court I would like to make a brief statement showing why I have taken the very serious step of seemingly disobeying the
order made under S. 144 of the Cr . P. C. In my humble opinion it is a question of difference of opinion between the local administration and myself , I
have entered the country with motives of rendering humanitariao and national service . I have done so in response to a pressing invitation to come and
help the roots who urge they are not being fairly treated by the indigo planters . I could not render any help without studying the problem . I have ,
therefore , come to study it with the assistance , if possible , of the administration and the planters . I have no other motives and I cannot believe that
my coming here can in any way disturb public peace or cause loss of life . I claim to have considerable experience in such matters . The administration
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bowever , have thought - differently . I fully appre ciate their difficulty , and I admit , too , that they can only proceed upon the information they receive
. As a law - abiding citizen , my first instinct would be , as it was , to obey the order served upon me . I could not do so without doing violence to my
sense of duty to those for whom I came . I feel that I could just now serve them only by remaining in their midst . I could not , therefore , voluntarily
retire . Amid this conflict of duty I could only throw the responsibility of removing me from them on the administration . I am fully conscious of the fact
that a person , holding in the public life of India a position such as I do , has to be most care ful in setting examples . It is my firm belief that in the
complex constitution under which we are living , the only safe and honourable course for a self - respecting man is , in the circumstances such as face
me , to do what I have decided to do , that is , to submit without protest to the penalty of dis obedience . I have ventured to make this statement not in
any way in extenuation of the penalty to be awarded against me , but to show that I have dis regarded the order served upon me , not for want of
respect for lawful authority , but in obedience to the higher law of our being — the voice of conscience . 

[ Under instructions from higher authorities the case was not proceeded with , while early in Jane a commission was 
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appointed to enquire into the question with Mr. Gandhi himself as one of the members of the commission . In De cember a Bill to remedy the evils in
the system based the recommendations of the Commission was passed in the Behar Legislative Council . ] 

OD 

KAIRA AGITATION 

[ Early in 1918 , Mr. Gandhi took up the cause of Kaira agriculturists . Crops failed and the people were hard put to to pay the taxes . They wanted
suspension of the land revenue but the authorities did not listen to their appeals . Mr. Gandhi led an agitation on behalf of the people . The follow ing
letter of his explains the early stages of the struggle : ] 

In the District of Kaira the crops for the year 1917-18 have , by common admission , proved a partial failure . Under the revenue rules if the crops are
under four anpas , the cultivators are entitled to full suspension of the revenue assessment for the year ; if the crops are under six annas , half the
amount of assessment is suspended . So far as I am aware , the Government have been pleased to grant full suspension with regard to one village out
of nearly 600 , and half - suspension in the case of over 103 villages . It is claimed on behalf of the ryots that the suspension is not at all adequate to
the actuality . The Government contended that in the vast majority of villages crops have been 
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over six annas . The only question , therefore , at issue is , whether the crops have been under four aonas or six annas , as the case may be , or over the
latter figure . Government ' valuation is in the first 

' instance made by the Talatis assisted by the chief man of the villages concerned . As a rule no check on their figures is considered necessary , for it is
only during partial failure of crops that Govern ment valuation of crops may have to be challenged . The Talatis are as a class obsequious ,
unscrupulous and tyrannical . The chief men are especially selected for their docility . The Talati's one aim is naturally to collect full assessment as
promptly as possible . We sometimes read accounts of assiduous Talatis having been awarded ' pugrees ' for making full collection . In applying to the
Talatis the adjectives I have given , I wish to cast no reflec tions on them as men . I merely state the fact . The Talatis are not born : they are made į and
rent collectors all the world over have to cultivate a callousness without which they could not do their work to the satisfaction of their masters . It is
impossible for me to reproduce the graphic descrip tion given by the ryots of the recent collectors which the Talatis chiefly are . My purpose in
dealing with the Talatis is to show that the Government's valua tion of the crops is derived in the first instance from the tainted source and is
presumably biassed against 
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the ryots . As against their valuation we have the universal testimony of ryots , high and low , some of whom are men of position and considerable
wealth who have a reputation to lose and wbo have nothing to gain by exaggerations except the odium of Talatis and possibly higher officials . I wish
to state at once that behind this movement there is no desire to discredit the Government , or an individual official . The movement is intended to assert
the right of the people to be effectively beard in matters concerning themselves . 

It is known to the public that the Hon'ble Mr. G. K. Parekh and Mr. V. J. Patel , invited and assis ted by the Gujarat Sabha , carried on investigations ,
as also Messrs . Deodhar , Joshi and Thakkar of the Servants of India Society . Their investigation was necessarily preliminary and brief and therefore
confined to a few villages only . But the result of their enquiry went to show that the crops in the majority of cases was under four annas . As their
investigation , not being extensive enough , was ' cap able of being challenged , and it was challenged , I undertook a full inquiry with the assistance of
over 20 capable , experienced , and impartial men of influence and status . I personally visited over 50 villages and met as many men in the villages as
I could , inspected in these villages most of the fields belonging to them and after a searching cross 
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. 

examination of the villagers , came to the conclusion that their crops were under four annas . I found that among the men who surrounded me , there
were present those who were ready to check exaggera tions and wild statements . Men knew what was at stake if they departed from the truth . As to
the ' Rabi ' crops and the still standing ' Kharif ' crops , I was able by the evidence of my own eyes to check the statements of the agriculturists . The
methods adopted by my co - workers were exactly the same . In this manner nearly four hundred villagers were examined , and with but a few
exceptions , crops were found to be under four annas , and only in three cases they were found to be over six annas . The method adopted by us was ,
so far as the ' Kharif ' crops were concerned , to ascertain the actual yield of the whole of the crops of individual villages and the possible yield of the
same village in a normal year . Assuming the truth of the state ments made by them , this is admittedly an absolute test , and any other method that
would not bring about the same result must be rejected as untrue and unscientific ; and , as I have already remarked , all probability of exaggeration
was avoided in the above - named investigation . As to the standing “ Rabi ' crops , there was the eye estimate and it was tested by the method above
mentioned . The Government method is an eye estimate and there 

6 

. 
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fore a matter largely of guess - work It is moreover open to fundamental objections which I have en deavoured to set forth in a letter to the Collector
of the District . I requested him to treat Vadthal well - known and ordinarily well - to - do village of the District , with the railway line passing by it
and which is near a trade centre , as a test case , and I suggested that if the crops were in that village proved to be under four annas , as I hold they
were , it might be assumed that in the other villages less fortunately situated , crops were not likely to be more than four annas . I have added to my
request a suggestion that I should be permitted to be pre sent at the inquiry . He made the inquiry , but rejected my suggestion , and therefore it proved
to be one - sided . The Collector has made an elaborate report on the crops of that village , which in my opinion I have successfully challenged . The
origi nal Government valuation , I understand , was twelve annas , the Collector's minimum valuation is 

If the probably wrong methods of valuation to which I have drawn attention and which have been adopted by the Collector allowed for , the valuation
according to his own reckoning would come under six annas and accord ing to the agriculturists it would be under four annas . Both the report and my
answer are too technical to be of value to the public . But I have 

seven annas . 

are 
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suggested that , as both the Government and agri culturists hold themselves in the right , if the Government have any regard for popular opinion , they
should appoint an impartial committee of in guiry with the cultivators ' representatives upon it , or gracefully accept the popular view . The Govern
ment have rejected both the suggestions and insist upon applying coercive measures for the collection of revenue . It may be mentioned that these
measures have never been totally suspended and in many cases the ryots have paid simply under pressure . The Talatis have taken away cattle , and
have returned them only after the payment of assessment . one case , I witnessed a painful incident : - A man having his milch buffalo taken away from
him , and it was only on my happening to go to the village that the buffalo was released ; this buffalo was the most valuable property the man
possessed and a source of daily bread for him . Scores of such cases have already happened and many 

doubt happen hereafter if public opinion is not ranged on the side of the peo ple . Every means of seeking redress by prayer has been exhausted .
Interviews with the Collector , the Commissioner and His Excellency have taken place . The final suggestion that was made is this : - Although in the
majority of cases people are entitled to full suspension , half suspension 

more 

will no 
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be 

. 

should be granted throughout the District , except for the villages which show , by common consent , crops over six apnas . Such a gracious concession
! may accompanied by a declaration that the Government would expect those who have ready means voluntarily to pay up the dues , we the workers on
our part undertaking to persuade such people to pay up the Government dues . This will leave only the poorest people untouched , I Venture to submit
that acceptance of this suggestion can only bring credit and strength to the Government . Resistance of popular will can only produce discontent which
in the case of fear - stricken peasantry such as of Kaira can only find an underground passage and thus demoralise them . The present movement is an
attempt to get out of such a false position , humili ating alike for the Government and the people . And how do the Government propose to assert their
position and so - called prestige ? They have a ' Revenue Code ' giving them unlimited powers without a right of appeal to the ryots against the
decisions of the Revenue Authorities . Exercises of these powers in a case like the one before us in which the ryots are fighting for a principle and the
authorities for prestige , would be a prostitution of justice , a disapowal of all fair - play . These powers are : 
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( 1 ) Right of summary execution . 

( 2 ) Right of exacting a quarter of the assess ment as punishment . 

( 3 ) Right of confiscation of land , not merely ' Rayatwari ' , but even ' Inam ' or ' Sanadia , ' and the right of keeping a man under hajat . 

Those remedies may be applied singly or all to gether , and unbelievable though it may seem to the public , it may be mentioned that notices of the
application of all these remedies but the last have been issued . Thus a man owning two hundred acres of land in perpetuity and valued at thousands of
rupees , paying a small assessment rate , may at the will of the authority lose the whole of it , be cause for the sake of principle he respectfully refuses
voluntarily to pay the assessment himself , and is prepared meekly but under strong protest to undergo penalties that may be inflicted by law . Surely
vindictive confiscation of property ought not to be the reward for orderly disobedience which properly bandled can only result in progess all round
and in giving the Government a bold and a frank peasantry with a will of its own . 

I venture to invite the press and the public to assist these cultivators of Kaira who have dared to enter up a fight for what they consider is just and right
. Let the public remember this also that unprecedentally severe plague has decimated tb 
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population of Kaira . People are living outside their homes in specially prepared thatched cottages at considerable expenses to themselves . In some
villages mortality has been tremendous . Prices are ruling high of which owing to the failure of crops they can but take little advantage and have to
suffer of all the disadvantages thereof , It is not money they want , so much as the voice of a strong , unanimous and emphatic public opinion . 

PASSIVE RESISTANCE 

[ As the Government refused to grant a suspension of revenue , Mr. Gandhi inaugurated a passive resistance move ment among Kaira agriculturists . A
larger number of people joined the movement . The Commissioner of the Division thereupon issued an address to the cultivators to give up passive
resistance on pain of confiscation of lands . The fol lowing is Mr : Gandhi's reply to the Commissioner's address , ( 15th April 1908. ) ] 

The publication of the summary of the Commis sioner's Gujarati address to Kaira cultivators neces : sitates a reply in justice to the latter as also the
workers . 

I have before me a verbatim report of the speech . It is more direct than the summary in the laying down of the Government's policy . The Com
missioner's position is that the revenue authorities ' 
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decision regarding suspension is final . They may and do receive and hear complaints from the ryots but the finality of their decision cannot be
question ed . This is the crux of struggle . It is contended on behalf of the ryots that where there are , in matters of administrative orders , sharp
differences of opinion between local officials and them , the points of differences are and ought to be referred to an im partial committee of inquiry .
This , it is held , con stitutes the strength of the British constitution , The Commissioner has on principle rejected this position and invited a crisis ,
And he has made such a fetish of it that he armed himself before hand with a letter from Lord Willingdon to the effect that even he should not interfere
with the Commissioner's decision . He brings in the war to defend his position and abjures the ryots and me to desist from our cause at this time of
peril to the Empire . But I venture to suggest that the Commissioner's attitude constitutes a peril far graver than the German peril , and I am serving the
Empire in trying to deliver it from this peril from within . There is no mistaking the fact that India is waking up from its long sleep . The ryots do not
need to be literate to appreciate their rights and their duties . They have but to realise their invul Derable power and no Government , however strong ,
can stand against their will . The Kaira ryots are 
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solving an imperial problem of the first magnitude in India . They will show that it is impossible to govern men without their consent , Once the Civil
Service realises this position , it will supply to India truly civil servants who will be the bulwark of the people's rights . To - day the Civil Service
rule is a rule of fear . The Kaira ryot is fighting for the rule of love . It is the Commissioner who has pro duced the crisis . It was , as it is now , his
duty to placate the people when he saw that they held a different view . The revenue of India will be no more in danger because a Commissioner
yields to the popular demands and grants concessions than the administration of justice was in danger when Mrs. Maybrick was reprieved purely in
obedience to the popular will , or the Empire was in danger because a corner of a mosque in Cawnpore was replaced in obedience to the same
demand , Had I hesitated to advise the people to stand firm against the Commissioner's refusal to listen to their prayer , instead of taking the open and
healthy course it has taken , their discontent would have burrowed under and bred ill - will . That son is a true son of his father who rather than
harbour ill - will against him , frankly but respectfully tells him all he feels and equally respectfully resists him , if he cannot truthfully obey his
commands . I apply the same law to the relations between the Government and 
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the people . There cannot be seasons when a man must suspend his conscience . But just as a wise father will quickly agree with his son and not incur
bis ill - will , especially if the family was in danger from without , even so a wise Government will quickly agree with the ryots rather than incur their
displeasure . War cannot be permitted to give a license to the officials to exact obediences to their orders , even though the ryots may consider them to
be unreasonable and unjust . 

The Commissioner steels the hearts of the ryots for continuing their course by telling them that for a revenue of four lakhs of 

rupees 

be will for ever confiscate over a hundred and fifty thousand acres of land worth over three crores of Tupees and for ever declare the holders , their
wives and children unworthy of holding any lands in Kaira . He considers the ryots to be misgʻuided and contumacious in the same breath . These are
solemn words : 

" Do not be under the impression that our Mamlatdars and our Talatis will realise the assessment by attaching and selling your moveable property . We
are not going to trouble ourselves so much . Our officers ' time is valuable . Only by your bringing in the monies shall the treasuries be filled . This is
no threat . You take it from me that parents never threaten their children . They 
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only advise . But if you do not pay the dues , your lands will be confiscated . Many people say that this will not happen . But I say it will . I have no
need to take a vow . I shall prove that I mean what I say . 

The lands of those who do not pay will be confiscated . Those who are contumacious will get no lands in future . Government do not want their names
on their Records of Rights . Those who go out shall never be admitted again . 

I hold that it is the sacred duty of every loyal citizen to fight unto death against such a spirit of vindictiveness and tyranny . The Commissioner bas done
the Ahmedabad strikers and me a cruel wrong , in saying that the strikers knowingly broke their pow . 

He was present at this meeting where the settlement was declared . He may hold tha the strikers had broken their vow ( though bi speech at the meeting
produced a contrary impres sion ) but there is nothing to show that the striker . knowingly broke their vow . On the contrary was entirely kept by their
resuming their work of their getting for the first day wages demanded by them , and the final decision as to wages being referred to arbitration which
the mill - owners hat rejected . Their struggle in its essence was for thirty - five per cent increase in their wages or such increase as an arbitration
board may decide . All this is what they have got . The hit at the striker 
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and me is , I regret to have to say , a bit below the belt . ( For an account of Mr. Gandhi's part in ' the Ahmedabad mill strike , see page 30. ) 

REPLY TO GOVERNMENT PRESS NOTE . 

( The following is Mr. Gandhi's reply to the Bombay Government Press Note on the Kaira trouble , May 1918. ] 

The Government press note on the Kaira trouble is remarkable for the sins both of omission and commission . As to the paragraph devoted to Messrs .
Parekh's and Patel's investigations , I wish only to say that at the interview with His Excellency : the Governor , the Commissioner challenged the
accuracy of their statements , 

I immediately sug . gested the appointment of a committee of inquiry , Surely , it was the most proper thing that the Government could have done , and
the whole of the unseemly executions , the removal of the cultivators ' milch cattle and their ornaments , the confiscation forders , could have been
avoided . Instead , as the press note says , they posted a Collector ‘ of long experience . ' What could he do ? The best of officials have to move in a
vicious circle . They have to carry out the traditions of a service which has Imade of prestige a fetish and which considers itsel 

2 
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to be almost infallible , and rarely admits its mis takes , 

With reference to the investigation of Mr. Devdhar and his co - workers , the press note leaves on the reader the impression that the Commissioner had
responded to their suggestions . At the interview at which I was present he challenged the report they had submitted to him and said distinctly that what
ever relief he granted would not be granted because of the report which he said in substance was not true so far as it contained any new things and was
not new in so far as it contained any true state ments , 

I cannot weary the public with the tragedy in the Matar Taluka . In certain villages of the Taluka which are affected by the irrigation canals they have a
double grievance : ( 1 ) the ordinary failure of crops by reason of the excessive rainfall , and ( 8 the total destruction of crops by reason of over
flooding . In the second case , they are entitled to full remission . So far as I am aware , in many cases it has been granted . 

It is not correct to say that the Servants of India Society stopped investigation in the Thasra Taluk because there was no case for inquiry but because
they deemed it unnecessary , so their report says , a I had decided to inquire into the crops of almos every village , 
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The press note is less than fair in calling my method of inquiry ' Utopian . ' I do adhere to my contention that if the cultivators ' statement may be relied
upon , my method cannot but yield absolutely reliable results . Who should know better than the cultivator himself the yield of its crops ? I refuse to
believe that lakhs of men could conspire to tell an untruth when there was no great gain in view , and suffering , a certainty . It is impos sible for
thousands of men to learn by heart figures as to the yield , -actual and probable - of over ten crops so tbat the total in each case would give less than a
four - anna crop . I contend that my method contains automatic safeguards against deception . Moreover I had challenged the official annawari alike of
kharif and rabi crops . When I did so the rabi crops were still standing . I had , therefore , sug gested that they could cut the rabi crops and test the
yield and thus find the true annawari . I bad suggested this specially of Vadthal . My argument was that if the cultivators ' annawari of such rabi crops
was found to be correct and the officials ' wrong , it was not improper to infer that the culti vators ' valuations regarding the kharif crops were also
right . My offer was not accepted . I may add that I had asked to be allowed to be present when the Collector visited Vadthal which was taken as a test
village . This request was also not acceded to . 
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The note is misleading inasmuch as it states that in arriving at my annawari , I have not taken into account the rabi crops or the cotton crops . I have
taken these crops into account , I have simply ques tioned the logic of the official system . The reason is obvious . If out of a population of one
thousand men , only two hundred men grew rabi crops , it would be highly unjust to the eight hundred men to force up their annawari if without the rabi
crops their crops showed only four annas or under . 

I am surprised at the gross inaccuracies in the paragraph devoted to the crops in Limbasi , In the first instance I was not present when the official
inquiry was made , and in the second instance the wheat , which is valued at Rs . 13,445 , included wheat also from two neighbouring villages so that
out of the crops estimated at Rs . 13,445 , three assessments had to be paid . And what are Rs . 13,445 in a population of eighteen hundred men ? For
the matter of that , I am prepared to admit that the Limbasi people had a rice crop which too gave them as many rupees . At the rate of forty rupees per
head per year to feed a man the Limbasi people would require Rs . 72,000 for their food alone . It may interest the public to know that according to the
official annawari , the Limbasi wheat alone should have been Rs . 83,021.1 . , This figure has been supplied to me by the Collectors . 
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To demonstrate the recklessness with which the press oote has been prepared , I may add that if the Limbasi people are to be believed , the whole of
the wheat crop was on the threshing floor . According to their statements , nearly one - third was foreign wheat . The Limbasi wheat , therefore , would
be under Rs . 9,000 , The official annawari is ten anpas . Now according to the actual yield the wheat annawari of Limbasi was 11 annas as against the
official ten annas . Moreover , a maund of wheat per Vigha is required as seed and the Limbasi cultivators had 3,000 ( Rs . 3 per maund equals Rs .
9,000 ) maunds of wheat on 1965 Vighas , e . e . the wheat crop was a trifle over the seed . Lastly , whilst the crop was under harvest , I had offered to
the Collector to go over to Limbasi myself and to have it weighed so that there might be no question of the accuracy or otherwise of the cultivators '
statements . But the Collector did not accept my offer . Therefore , I hold that the cultivators ' figures must be accepted as true . 

Merely to show how hopelessly misleading the press note is I may state that the Gujarat Sabha did not pass a resolution advising passive resistance .
Not that it would have sbirked it but I felt myself that passive resistence should not be the subject of a resolution in a Sabha whose constitution was
governed by the rule of majority and so 

the 
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case 

Gujarat Sabba's resolution left it open to individual members to follow their own bent of mind . It is true that most of the active members of the Sabha
are engaged in the Kaira trouble . 

I must repudiate totally the insinuation that I dissuaded payment by people who wished to pay The figures given in the press note showing the
collection in the different Taluks , if they prove anything , prove that the hand of the law has bil them hard and that the fears of the Ravanis and the
Talatis have proved too strong for them When after confiscation and sales under execution the Government show clean bill and no arrears will they
contend that there was no 

for relief or inquiry ? 

I admit that the suspension is granted as matter of grace and not as a matter of right enforcible by law , but the concession is not based on caprice , but
is regulated by properly defined rules , and the Government do not contend that it the crops had been under four annas they could have withheld
suspension . The sole point through out has been the difference as to anna wari . 1 it is true that in granting concessions the Govern ment take into
account also other circumstance e . g . , in the words of the press note , the genera economic situation , suspension is undoubtedly neces sary this year
because of the plague and big 
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prices . The Collector told me definitely that the could not take this last into account . He could grant suspension only under the rules which had
reference only to crops aad nothing else , 

I think I have shown enough here to warrant a committee of inquiry and I submit that , as a natter of principle , it would be worth while grant ng the
inquiry even if one cultivator remains with in arrear against him , because there is nothing ound to attach and the Government might be eluctant to sell
bis lands . The people have challen sed the accuracy of Talatis ' figures ; in some cases here are Talatis themselves ready to come forward lo show
that they were asked to put up the annawari ound by them . But if the inquiry is now held to be innecessary , why do the Government not grant
uspension , especially when admittedly there is only a small number left to collect from and more specially when if suspension is granted , well - to -
do sultivators are ready to pay , 

It is evident now that Government have sur tendered the question of principle for which the Commissioner has stood . 

The Viceroy has appealed for the sinking of domestic differences . Is the appeal confined only to the ryots or ' may the officials also yield to the
popular will when the popular demand is not immoral or unjust and thus produce contentment ? 
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If distress means starvation , I admit that the Kaira people are not starving . But if sale of goods to pay assessment or to buy grain for food be an
indication of distress there is enough of it in the district . I am prepared to show that hundreds have paid their assessment either by incurrring debts or
by selling their trees , cattle or other valuables . The most grievous omission in the press note , however , is that of the fact that collections are being
made in a vindictive spirit . The cultivators are being taught a lesson for their contumacy so called . They are under threat to lose their lands worth 3
crores of rupees for an assessment of 4 lakhs of rupees . In many case as quarter of the assessment has been exacted as a penalty , Is there not in the
above narrative room for a doubt that the officials may be in the wrong ? 

THE END OF THE STRUGILE . 

[ The Kaira struggle came to an end in July 1918. The following manifesto explains the last stages of the agitation . It was issued by Messrs . Gandhi
and Vallabhai J. Patel . ] 

The struggle that the people of the District of Kaira entered upon on the 22nd of March last , has come to an end . The people took the following vow
on that day : 
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Our village has had crops under four annas . We therefore requested the Government to post pone collection to the next year , but they did not do so .
We the undersigned therefore solemnly declare that we shall not pay the assessment for the year whether it be wholly or in part . We shall undergo all
the sufferings that may result from such re fraining . We shall also allow our lands to be confiscated should they do 30 , But we shall not by voluntary
payment allow ourselves to be regarded as liars and thus lose our self - respect . If the Government would graciously postpone for all the remaining
villages collection of the balance of the revenue , we , who can afford it , would be pre pared to pay up revenue whether it be in full or in part . The
reason why the well - to - do amongst us would not pay is that if they do , the needy ones would out of fright sell their chattels , or incur debts and pay
the revenue and thus suffer . We believe that it is the duty of the well - to - do to pro tect the needy against such a plight . " 

The meaning of this vow is that the Government suspending collection of the revenue from the poor , the well - to - do should pay the assessment due
by them . The Mamlatdar of Nadiad at Uttersanda , on the 3rd of June , issued such orders , where upon the people of Uttersanda who could afford ,
were advised to pay up . Payments have already commenced there . 
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On the foregoing order having been passed at Uttersanda a letter was addressed to the Collector stating that if orders like the one in Uttersa nda were
passed everywhere , the struggle would come to an end , and it would be possible to inform His Excellency the Governor on the 10th instant — the day
of the sitting of the Provincial War Confer ence — that the domestic difference in Kaira was settled . The Collector has replied to the effect that the
order like the one in Uttersanda is appli cable to the whole district . Thus the ' peoples ' prayer has at last been granted . The Collector has also stated
in reply to a query about Chothai orders that the orders will not be enforced against those who may voluntarily pay np . Our thanks are due to the
Collector for this concession . 

We are obliged to say with sorrow that although the struggle has come to an end it is an end witb out grace . 

It lacks dignity . The above orders have not been passed either with generosity or with the heart in them . It very much looks as if the orders have been
passed with the greatest reluc tance . 

The Collector says " Orders were issued to all mamlatdars on the 25th April that no pressure should be put on those unable to pay . Their attention was
again drawn to these orders in a proper circular issued by me on the 22nd of May and to ensure that proper 
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effect was given to them , the mamlatdars were advised to divide the defaulters in each village into two classes , those who could pay and those who
were unable to pay on account of poverty . " 

If this was so why were these orders not published to the people ? Had they known them on the 25th April what sufferings would they have been saved
from . The expenses that were unnecessarily incurred by the Government in engaging the officials of the district in effect ing executions would have
been saved . Wher ever the assessment was uncollected the people lived with their lives in their hands . They have lived 

away from their homes to avoid attachments . They have not bad even enough food . The women bave suffered what they ought not to have . At times ,
they have been obliged to put up with insults from insolent Circle Inspectors , and to helplessly watch their milch buffaloes taken away from them .
They have paid Chothai fines , and had they known the foregoing orders they would have been saved all the miseries . The officials knew that this
relief for the poor was the crux of the struggle . The Commissioner would not even look at this difficulty . Many letters were addressed to him but he
remained unbending . He said . “ In dividual relief cannot be granted , it is not the law . " Now the Collector says : “ The orders of April 25 , 
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so far as it related to putting pressure on those who were really unable to pay on account of poverty , were merely a restatement of what are publicly
known to be the standing orders of Gov ernment on that subject . " If this is really true the people have suffered deliberately and through sheer
obstinacy ! At the time of going to Delhi Mr. Gandhi wrote to the Commissioner requesting him to grant or to issue orders to the above effect so that the
good news could be given to His Excel lency the Viceroy . The Commissioner gave no heed to the request . 

“ We are moved by the sufferings of the people , we perceive our mistake and in order to placate the people we are now prepared to grant individual
relief , " the officials could have generously said all this and endeared themselves to the people but they have obstinately avoided this method ( of
winning them over ) . And even now relief bas been granted in a niggardly manner , involuntarily and without admission of any mistake . It is even
claimed that what has now been granted is nothing new . And bence we say that there is little grace in the state ment . 

The officials have failed to be popular because of their obstinacy , because of their mistaken belief that they should never admit being in the wrong and
because of their having made it a fetish that it 
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should never be said of them that they had yielded to anything like popular agitation . It grieves us to offer this criticism . But we have permitted
ourselves to do so as their friends . 

But though the official attitude is thus un satisfactory , our prayer has been granted and it is our duty to accept the concession with thankful ness . Now ,
there is only 8 per cent of the assess ment remaining unpaid . It was a point of honour with us till now to refuse payment . Conditions having materially
altered , it is a point of honour for a Satyagrahi to pay up the assessment , Those who can afford should pay without causing the Govern ment the
slightest trouble and thus show that , when there is no conflict between the dictates of conscience and those of man - made law they are able to compel
anybody to obey the law of the land . A Satyagrahi sometimes appears moment arily to disobey laws and the constituted authority , · only to prove in
the end his regard for both . 

In making a list of those who are unable to pay we should apply a test so rigid that no one can challenge our finding . Those whose incapacity for
payment is at all in doubt should consider it their duty to pay . The final decision as to the incapacity for payment will rest with the authorities , but we
believe that the judgment of the people will have its full weight . 
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By their courage the people of Kaira have drawn the attention of the whole of India . During the last six months they have had full taste of the fruits of
observing truth , fearlessnes , unity , ' determination and selfsacri fice . We hope that they will still further cultivate these great qualities , will move
forward in the path of progress , and shed lustre on the name of the Motherland . It is our firm belief that the people of Kaira have truly served their
own cause , as well as the cause of Swaraj and the Empire . 

May God bless you . 

AHMEDABAD MILL STRIKE 

[ In March 1918 , the mill hands at Ahmedabad went on strike and Mr. Gandhi was asked to settle the dispute between the mill - owners and the
workers . Mr. Gandhi investigated the trouble and took up the cause of the workmen as the mill - owners did not accept his suggestions . The strike
went on for 20 days when the workmen showed signs of break down and demoralisation . At that critical stage in the crisis Mr. Gandhi took the vow
of fasting . In the following letter ( March 27 , 1918. ) Mr. Gandhi explains the circumstances which necessitated this action on his part . ] 

Perhaps I owe an explanation to the public with regard to my recent fast . Some friends consider the action to have been silly , others , cowardly and
some others still worse . In my opi 
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nion I would have been untrue to my Maker and to the cause I was espousing if I had acted otherwise . 

When over a month ago I reached Bombay I was told that Ahmedabad mill - hands bad threatened a strike and violence if the bonus that was given to
them during the plague was withdrawn . I was asked to intervene and I consented . 

Owing to the plague the men were getting as much as 70 per cent . bonus since August last . An attempt to recall that bonus had resulted in grave
dissatisfaction among the labourers . When it was almost too late , the mill - owners offered inthe place of the plague bonus and for the sake of the high
prices a rise of 20 per cent . The labourers were unsatisfied . The matter was referred to arbitration , Mr. Chatfield , the Collector being the Umpire .
The men in some mills however struck work . The owners thinking that they had done so without just cause withdrew from the arbitration , and
declared a general lock - out to be continued till the labourers were exbausted into accepting the 20 per cent . increase they had offered . Messrs .
Shankerlal Banker , V.J. Patel and ' I , the arbitrators appointed on behalf of the labourers , thought that they were to be demoralised if we did not act
promptly and decisively . We , therefore , investigated the ques tion of increase , we sought the millowners ' assis tance . They would not give it .
Their one purpose 
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was to organise themselves into a combination that could fight a similar combination of their employees . One - sided technically though our
investigation was , we endeavoured to examine the millowners ' side , and came to the conclusion that 35 per cent , increase was fair . Before
announcing the figure to the mill - hands we informed the employers of the result of our inquiry and told them that we would correct ourselves if they
could show any error . The latter would not co - operate . They sent a reply saying as much , but they pointed out in it that the rate of increase granted
by the Government as also the employers in Bombay was much less than the one contemplated by us . I felt that the addendum was beside the point ,
and at a huge meeting announced 35 per cent . for the millbands ' acceptance . Be it noted that the plague bonus amounted to 70 per cent . of their wages
and they had declared their intention of accepting not less than 50 per cent . as high prices increase . They were now called upon to accept the mean ,
finding the mean was quite an accident between the mill owners 20 per cent . and their own 50 percent . After some grumbling , the meeting accepted
the 35 per cent increase , it always being understood that they would recognise at the same time the principle of arbitration whenever the mill - owners
did so From that time forward , 6. e . , day after day 

+ 
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thousands of people gathered together under the shade of a tree outside the city walls , people walk ing long distances in many cases , and solemnly re
peated their determination in the name of God not to accept anything less than 35 per cent . No pecuniary assistance was given them . It is easy enough
to understand that many must suffer from the pangs of starvation and that they could not , while they were without employment , get any credit . We ,
who were helping them , came , on the other hand , to the conclusion that we would only spoil them if we collected public funds and utilised them for
feeding them unless the able bodied amongst them were ready to perform bread labour . It was a difficult task to persuade men who had worked at
machines to shoulder baskets of sand or bricks . They came , but they did so grudgingly . The mill.owners hardened their hearts . They were equally
determined not to go beyond 20 per cent . and they appointed emissaries to persuade the men to give in . Even during the early part of the lock - out ,
whilst we had declined to help those who would not work , we had assurred them that we would feed and clothe ourselves after feeding and clothing
them . Twenty - two days had passed by ; hunger and the mill - owners ' emissaries were pro ducing their effect and Satan was whispering to the men
that there was no such thing as God on eartb 

3 
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who would help them and that rows were dodges resorted to by weaklings . One morning instead of an eager and enthusiastic crowd of 5 to 10
thousand men with determination written on their faces , I met a body of about 2,000 men with despair written on their faces . We had just heard that
mill - hands living in a particular chowl had declined to attend . the meeting , were preparing to go to work and accept 20 per cent increase and were
taunting us ( I think very properly ) that it was very well for us who had motors at our disposal and plenty of food , to attend their meetings and advise
staunchness even unto death . What was I to do ? I held the cause to be just . I believe in God as I believe that I am writing this letter . I believe in the
necessity of the perform 

one's promises ” at all costs . I knew that the men before us were God - fearing men , but that the long - drawn out lock - out or strike was putting an
undue strain upon them . I had the knowledge before me that during my extensive travels in India , hundreds of people were found who as readily broke
their promises as they made them . I knew , too , that the best of us have but a vague and indis tinct belief in soul - force and in God . I felt thazit was a
sacred moment for me , my faith was on tie angil , and I had no hesitation in rising and declat ing to the men that a breach of their von solemnly taken
was unendurable by me and that ! 

ance of 
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would not take any food until they had the 35 per cent . increase given or until they had fallen . A meeting that was up to now unlike the former
meetings totally unresponsive , worked up as if by magic . Tears trickled down the cheeks of - every one of them and man after man rose up 

saying that they would never go to the mills unless they got the increase , and that they would go about the city and steel the hearts of those who had not
attended the meetings . It was a privilege to witness the demonstration of the efficacy of truth and love . Every one immediately realised that the
protecting power of God was as much with us to - day as it used to be in the days of yore . I am not sorry for the vow , but with the belief that I have , I
would bave been unworthy of the truth undertaken by me if I had done anything less . Before I took the vow , I knew that there were serious defects
about it . For me to take such a vow in order to affect in any shape or form the decision of the mill owners would be a cowardly injustice done to .
them , and that I would so prove myself unfit or the friendship which I had the privilege of ajoying with some of them . I knew that I ran the k of being
misunderstood . I could not prevent t 

fast from affecting my decision . Their know cla 

ge moreover put a responsibility on me which I s ill able to bear . From now I disabled myself 21 
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from gaining concessions for the men which ordi narily in a struggle such as this I would be entirely justified in securing . I knew , too , that I would
have to be satisfied with the minimum I could get from the mill - owners and with a fulfilment of the letter of the men's vow rather than its spirit and so
hath it bappened . I put the defects of my vow in one scale and the merits of it in the other . There are hardly any acts of human beings which are free
from all tainte Mine , I know , was exceptionally tainted , but rather the ignominy of having un worthily compromised by my vow , the position and
independence of the mill - owners , than that it should be said by posterity that 10,000 men had suddenly broken a vow which they had for over twenty
days solemnly taken and repeated in the name of God . I am fully convinced that no body of men can make themselves into a nation or perform great
tasks unless they become as true as steel and unless their promises come to be regarded by the world like the law of the Medes and Persians ,
inflexible , and unbreakable , and whatever may be the verdict of friends , so far as I can think at present , on given occasions , I should not hesitate in
future to repeat the humble performance which I have taken the liberty of describing in this communication , 

I cannot conclude this letter without mentioning two names of whom India has every reason to be 
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proud . The mill - owners were represented by Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai who is a gentleman in every sense of the term . He is a man of great culture and
equally great abilities . He adds to these quali ties a resolute will . The millhands were represent ed by his sister Anusuyabai . She possesses a heart
of gold . She is full of pity for the poor . The mill bands adore ber . Her word is law with them . I have not known a struggle fought with so little
bitterness and such courtesy on either side . This happy result is principally due to the connection with it of Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai and Anusuyabai . 

+ 

} 

SATYAGRAHA CAMPAIGN 

[ Early in 1919 , Mr. Gandhi began organising a campaign protesting against the Rowlatt Bills . He made an extensive tour in the country advising the
people to sign the Satya graha pledge . In the following letter to the Press , Mr. Gandhi explains why he advised Satyagraha : ] 

The step taken is probably the most momentous in the history of India . I give my assurance that it has not been hastily taken , Personally I have passed
many sleepless nights over it . I have endea youred duly to appreciate Government's position , but I have been unable to find any justification for the
extraordinary Bills . I have read the Rowlatt Committee's Report . I have gone through the 
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narrative with admiration . Its reading has driven me to conclusions just the opposite of the Com mittee's , I should conclude from the report that secret
violence is confined to isolated and very small parts of India , and to a microscopic body of people . The existence of such men is truly a danger to
society . But the passing of the Bills , designed to affect the whole of India and its people and arming the Government with powers out of all
proportion to the situation sought to be dealt with , is a greater danger . The Committee ignore the historical fact that the millions in India are by nature
the gentlest on earth . 

Now look at the setting of the Bills . The introduction is accompanied by certain assurances given by the Viceroy regarding the Civil Service and the
British commercial interests . Many of us are filled with the greatest misgivings about the Viceregal utterance . I frankly confess I do not understand its
full scope and intention . If it means that the Civil Service and the British commerical ipterests are to be held superior to those of India and its political
and commercial requirements , no Indian can accept the doctrine . It can but end in a fratricidal struggle within the Empire . Reforms may or may not
come . The need of the moment is a proper and just under starding upon this vital issue . No tinkering with 
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it will produce real satisfaction . Let the great Civil Service Corporation understand that it can remain in India only as its trustee and servant , not in
name , but in deed , and let the British commercial houses understand that they can remain in India only to supplement her requirements , and not to
destroy indigenous art , trade and manufacture , and you have two measures to replace the Rowlatt Bills . 

It will be now easy to see why I consider the Bills to be an unmistakable symptom of a deep seated disease in the governing body . It needs , therefore
, to be drastically treated . Subterranean violence will be the remedy applied by impetuous , hot - headed youths who will have grown impatient of the
spirit underlying the Bills and the circum stances attending their introduction . The Bills must intensify the hatred and ill - will against the state of
which the deeds of violence are , undoubted ly an evidence . The Indian covenanters , by their determination to undergo every form of suffering makes
an irresistible appeal to the Government , towards which they bear no ill - will , and provide to the believers in the efficacy of violence , as a means
of securing redress of grievances with an infallible remedy , and withal a remedy that blesses those that use it and also those against whom it is used .
If the covenanters know the use of this remedy , I 

9 
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fear no ill from it , I have no business to doubt their ability . They must ascertain whether the disease is sufficiently great to justify the strong remedy
and whether all milder ones have been tried . They have convinced themselves that the disease is serious enough and that milder measures have utterly
failed . The rest lies in the lap of the gods . 

THE PLEDGE 

Being conscientiously of opinion that the Bills known as the Indian Criminal Law ( Amendment ) Bill No. 1 of 1919 , and the Criminal Law (
Emergency Powers ) Bill No. II of 1919 , are unjust , subversive of the principle of liberty and justice , and destructive of the elementary right of
indivi duals on which the safety of the community as a whole and the State itself is based , we solemnly affirm that in the event of these Bills becoming
law , until they are withdrawn , we shall refuse civilly to obey these laws and such other laws as a committee to be hereafter appointed may think fit
and further affirm that in this struggle we will faithfully follow truth and refrain frern violence to life , person or property . 

THE SATYAGRAHA DAY 

[ Notwithstanding the solid opposition of the whole country , one of the Rowlatt Bills was passed into law in the Imperial Legislative Council and
there was every certainty that it will receive the Viceregal assent . Mr. Gandhi wrote 
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the following letter to the Press ( 23rd March 1919 ) detailing the course of action to be followed by the people if the Viceroy gave his assent to the
Act . ] 

Satyagraha , as I have endeavoured to explain at several meetings , is essentially a religious move . ment . It is a process of purification and penance .
It seeks to secure reforms or redress of grievances by self - suffering . I therefore venture to suggest that the second Sunday after the publication of the
Viceregal assent to Bill No. 2 of 1919 ( ie , 6th April ) may be observed as a day of humiliation and prayer . As there must be an effective public de
monstration in keeping with the character of the observance , I beg to advise as follows : ( i ) A twenty - four hours ' fast , counting from 

the last meal on the preceding night , , should be observed by all adults , unless prevented from so doing by consideration of religion or health . The
fast is not to be regarded , in any shape or form , in the nature of a hunger - strike , or as designed to put any pressure upon the Government . It is to be
regarded , for all Satyagrahis , as the necessary discipline to fit them for civil disobedience contemplated in their Pledge , and for all others , as some
slight token of the intensity of their wounded feelings . 
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( ii ) All work , except such as may be necessary 

in the public interest , should be suspended for the day . Markets and other business places should be closed . Employees who are required to work
even on Sundays ta may only suspend work after obtaining 

previous leave . I do not besitate to recommend these two sug . gestions for adoption by public servants . For though it is unguestionably the right thing
for them not to take part in political discussions and gather ings , in my opinion they bave an undoubted right to express , upon vital matters , their
feelings in the very limited manner herein suggested . ( iii ) Public meetings should be held on that 

day in all parts of India , not excluding villages , at which resolutions praying for the withdrawal of the two measures 

should be passed . If my advice is deemed worthy of acceptance , the responsibility will lie , in the first instance , on the various Satyagraha
Associations , for under taking the necessary work of organisation , but all other associations will , I hope , join hands in making this demonstration a
success . 
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MESSAGE TO SATYAGRAHIS 

[ Mr. Gandhi sent the following message to the Satyagrabis through Mr. S. Kasturiranga Iyengar , editor of the Hindu , Madras . - April 3 , 1919. ] 

Just arrived , baying missed connection at Secun derabad , 

Regarding the meeting at Delhi , I hope that the Delhi Tragedy will make Satyagrahis steel their hearts and the waverers to reconsider their position , I
have no shadow of doubt that , by remaining true to the Pledge , we shall not only secure the with drawal of the Rowlatt Legislation , but we shall kill
the spirit of terrorism lying behind . 

I hope the speeches on Sunday , the 6th April , will be free from anger or unworthy passion . The cause is too great and sacred to be damaged by
exhibition of passion . We have no right to cry out against sufferings , self - invited . Undoubtedly there should be no coercion for the suspension of
busi ness or for fast . 

THE DELHI TRAGEDY 

[ The Satyagraba day was observed in Delhi on the 30th March , 1919 , when there ensued a serious scuffle between the people and the Police .
Serious allegations were made on the conduct of the people , though most of them were : 
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denied by responsible leaders . In the following letter to the Press Mr. Gandhi examines the conduct of the people in the Delhi affair - 4th April , 1919.
) 

It is alleged against the Delhi people assembled at the Delhi Railway Station ( 1 ) that some of them were trying to coerce sweetmeat sellers into
closing their stalls ; ( 2 ) that some were forcibly preventing people from plying tramcars and other vehicles ; ( 3 ) that some of them threw brickbats ;
( 4 ) that the whole crowd that marched to the station demanded the release of men who were said to be coercers and who were for that reason
arrested at the instance of the Railway authorities : ( 5 ) that the crowd declined to disperse when the Magistrate gave orders to disperse . I have read
Sanyasi Swami Shradhanandji's account of the tragedy . I am bound to accept it as true , unless it is authori tatively proved to be otherwise and his
account seems to me to deny the allegations , 1 , 2 and 3 . But assuming the truth of all allegations it does appear to me that the local authorities in
Delhi have made use of a Nasmyth hammer to crush a fly . On their action , however , in firing on the crowd , I shall seek another opportunity of saying
more . My purpose in writing this letter is merely to issue a note of warning to all Satyagrahis . I would , therefore , like to observe that the conduct
described in the allegations 1 to 4 , if true , would 
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be inconsistent with the Satyagraha Pledge . The conduct described in the allegation can be consistent with the Pledge , but if the allegation is true , the
conduct was premature , because the Committee contemplated in the Pledge has not decided upon the dis obedience of orders that may be issued by the
Magistrates under the Riot Act . I am anxious to make it as clear as I can that in this movement no pressure can be put upon people who do not wish to
accept our suggestions and advice , the movement being essentially one to secure the greatest freedom for all , Satyagrahis cannot forci bly demand
release of those who might be arrested , whether justly or unjustly . The essence of the Pledge is to invite imprisonment and until the Committee
decides upon the breach of the Riot Act , it is the duty of Satyagrahis to obey , without making the slightest ado , Magisterial orders to dis perse , etc. ,
and thus to demonstrate their law abiding nature . I hope that the next Sunday at Satyagraha meetings , all speeches will be free from passion , anger or
resentment . The movement depends for its success entirely upon perfect self possession , self - restraint , absolute adherence to truth and unlimited
capacity for self - suffering . Before closing this letter , I would add that , in opposing the Rowlatt Legislation , Satyagrahis are resisting the spirit of
terrorism which lies behind it 
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and of which it is a most glaring symptom . The Delhi tragedy imposes an added responsibility upon Satyagrahis of steeling their hearts and going on
with their struggle until the Rowlatt Legislation is withdrawn . 

MESSAGE TO MADRAS 

[ The following message was sent by Mr. Gandhi to the publio meeting held at Madras on the Satyagraha Day , 6th April , 1919. ] 

I do hope that the Presidenoy that produced beautiful Valliamma , Nagappan , Narayanaswami and so many others of your Presidency with whom I was
privileged to work in South Africa will not quail in the presence of sacrifice demanded of us all . I am convinced that reforms will be of no avail ,
unless our would - be partners respect us . And we know that they only respect those who are capable of sacrificing for ideals , as themselves . See
how unstintingly they poured out treasure and blood during the War . Ours is a nobler ca use and our means infinitely superior , in that we refrain from
shedding blood other than our own . 
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CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE re . PROHIBITED 

LITERATURE 

[ Satyagraha Sabha , Bombay , of which Mr. Gandhi was the President , issued the following circular letter regarding the course of action to be
pursued . The committee bad advised to disobey , for the time being , laws regarding pro hibited literature and registration of newspapers . ] 

Satyagrahis should receive copies of prohibited literature for distribution , A. limited number of copies can be had from the Secretaries of the
Satyagraha Sabha . Satyagrahis should , so far as possible , write their names and addresses as sellers so that they may be traced easily when . wanted
by the Government for prosecution . Naturally there can be no question of secret sale of this literature . At the same time , there should be no
forwardness either in distributing it . It is open to Satyagrahis to form small groups of men and women to whom they may read this class of literature .
The object in selecting prohibited literature is not merely to commit a civil breach of the law regarding it but it is also to supply people with clean
literature of a high moral value . It is expected that the Govern ment will confiscate such . Satyagrabis have to be as independent of finance as possible
. When therefore copies are confiscated , Satyagrahis are reguested to make copies of prohibited literature 
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themselves or by securing the assistance of willing friends and to make use of it until it is confiscated by giving readings to the people from it . It is
stated that such readings would amount to dis semination of prohibited literature . When whole copies are exhausted by dissemination or confisca tion
, Satyagrahis may continue civil disobedience by writing out and distributing extracts from accessible books , 

Regarding the civil breach of the law govern ing the publication of newspapers , the idea is to publish in every Satyagraba centre a written news paper
without registering it . It need not occupy more than one side of balf a foolscap . When such a newspaper is edited , it will be found how diffi cult it is
to fill up half a sheet . It is a well - known fact that a vast majority of newspapers contain much padding . Further , it cannot be denied that newspaper
articles written under the terror of the very strict newspaper law have a double meaning . A Satyagrahi for whom punishments provided by law have
lost all terror can give only in an un registered newspaper his thoughts and opinion unha mpered by any other consideration than tbat of his own
conscience . His newspaper , therefore , if otherwise well edited , can become a most powerful vehicle for transmitting pure ideas in a concise manner
, and there need be no fear of 
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inability to circulate a hand - written newspaper , for it will be the duty of those who may receive the first copies to recopy till at last the process of
multiplication is made to cover if necessary the whole of the masses of India and it must not be forgotten that we have in India the tradition of
imparting instruction by oral teaching . 

MESSAGE TO SATYAGRAHIS AFTER 

ARREST 

[ At Kosi on his way to Delhi , Mr. Gandhi was served with an order not to enter the Punjab and Delhi . As he elected to disobey the order , he was
arrested and sent back to Bombay . At that time he issued the following message to his countrymen through his Secretary , Mr. Desai - 10th April 1919
] . 

To my countrymen . It is a matter of the highest satisfaction to me , as I hope to you , that I have received an order from the Punjab Govern ment not to
enter that Province and another from the Delhi Government not to enter Delhi , while an order of the Government of India has been served on me
immediately after , which restricts me to Bombay . I had no hesitation in saying to the officer , who served the order on me , that I was bound in virtue
of the pledge to disregard it , 
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which I have done , and I shall presently find myself a free man , my body being taken by them in their custody . It was galling to me to remain free
whilst the Rowlatt Legislation disfigured the Statute Book , My arrest makes me free . It now remains for you to do your duty which is clearly stated in
the Satyagraha Pledge . Follow it , and you will find it will be your Kamadhena . I hope there will be no reseatment about my arrest . 

I have received what I was seeking either withdrawal of the Rowlatt Legisla . tion or imprisonment . A departure from truth by a hair's breadth , or
violence committed against anybody , whether Englishman or Indian , will surely damn the great cause the Satyaraghis are handling . I hope the Hindu -
Muslim unity , which seems now to have taken firm hold of the people , will become a reality and I feel convinced that it will only be a reality if the
suggestions I have ventured to make in my communication to the Press are carried out . The responsibility of the Hindus in the matter is greater than
that of Muhammedans , they being in a minority and I hope they will discharge that responsibility in the manner worthy of their country . I have also
made certain suggestions regarding the proposal of Swadeshi pow . Now I commend them to your serious attention and you will find that , as your 
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ideas of Satyagraha become matured , the Hindu Muslim unity is but part of Satyagraha . Finally it is my firm belief that we shall obtain salvation only
through suffering and not by reforms dropping on us from England , no matter how unstintingly they might be granted . The English are a great nation ,
but the weaker ' also go to the wall if they come in contact with them . When they are themselves courageous they have borne untold suffering and they
only respond to courage and sufferings and partnership with them is only possi ble after we have devoloped anindomitable courage and a faculty for
unlimited suffering . There is a fundamental difference between their civilisation and ours . 

They believe in the doctrine of violence or brute force as the final arbiter . My reading of our civilisation is that we are expected to believe in Soul
Force or Moral Force as the final arbiter and this is Satyagraha . We are groaning under sufferings which we would avoid if we could , be cause we
have swerved from the path laid down for us by our ancient civilisation . I hope that the Hindus , Muhammedans , Sikhs , Parsis , Chris tians , Jews
and all who are born in India or who made India their land of adoption will fully parti cipate in these national observances and I hope , too , that
women will take therein as full a share as the men . 
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DURAGRAHA 

[ People all over the country resented the arrest of Mr. Gandhi at Kosi . In many places they held demonstrations over the arrest . On the authorities
interfering with the people , serious disturbances occurred attended with blood . shed and murder . In the following message Mr. Gandhi protests
against the duragraha displayed by the people . ] 

I have not been able to understand the cause of so much excitement and disturbance that followed my detention . 

It is not Satyagraba . It is worse than Duragraba . Those who join Satyagraba demonstrations were bound one and all to refrain at all hazard from
violence , not to throw stones or in any way whatever to injure anybody . 

But in Bombay , we have been throwing stones . We have obstructed tramcars by putting obstacles in the way . This is not Satyagraba . We have
demanded the release of about 50 men who bad been arrested for deeds of violence . Our duty is chiefly to get ourselves arrested . It is breach of
religious duty to endeavour to secure the release of those who have committed deeds of violence . We are not , therefore , justified on any grounds
what . ever in demanding the release of those who have been arrested . I have been asked whether à Satya : grabi is responsible for the results that
follow from that movement . I have replied that they are , I 

IN 
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therefore suggest that if we cannot conduct this movement without the ' slighest violence from our side , the movement might have to be abandoned or it
may be necessary to give it a different and still more restricted shape . It may be necessary to go even further . The time may come for me to offer
Satyagraha against ourselves . I would not deem it a disgrace that we die . I shall be pained to bear of the death of a Satyagrahi , but I shall con • sider
it to be the proper sacrifice given for the sake of struggle . But if those who are not Satyagrahis , who shall not have joined the movement , who are
even against the movement received any injury at all , every Satyagrahi will be responsible for that sinful injury , My responsibility will be a million
times heavier , I have embarked upon the struggle with a due sense of responsibility , 

I have just heard that some English gentlemen have been injured . Some may even have died from such injuries . If so , it would be a great blot on
Satya graba . For me , Englishmen , too , are our brethren . We can have nothing against them and for me , since such as I have described , simply
unbearable , but I know how to offer Satyagraha against ourselves , As against ourselves , what kind of Satyagraha can I offer ? I do not see what
penance I can offer excepting that it is for me to fast and if need be , by so doing , to give up this body and thus prove 
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the truth of Satyagraha . I appeal to you to peace fully disperse and to refrain from acts that may , in any way , bring disgrace upon the people of
Bombay . 

[ Shortly after , Mr. Gandhi suspended the Satya graha campaign , as he was sorry 

" when I embarked upon a mass movement , I underrated the forces of evil and I must now pause and consider how best to meet the situation . " ] 

THE KHILAFAT QUESTION 

[ Early in March , 1920 , Mr. Gandhi issued a manifesto on the Khilafat Question wherein be enunciated the duty of Muslims in case their agitation to
secure the redress of the Khilafat wrongs failed . ] 

The Khilafat question has now become a ques tion of questions . It has become an imperial question of the first magnitude . 

The great prelates of England and the Moham medan leaders combined have brought the question to the fore . The prelates threw down the chal lenge .
The Muslim leaders have taken it up . 

I trust the Hindus will realise that the Khilafat question overshadows the Reforms and everything else . 

If the Muslim claim was unjust , apart from the Muslim scriptures , one might hesitate to support it merely on scriptural authority . But when a just 
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claim is supported by scriptures it becomes irre sistible . 

Briefly put the claim is that the Turks should retain European Turkey subject to full guarantees for the protection of non - Muslim races under the
Turkish Empire and that the Sultan should control the Holy places of Islam and should have suze rainty over Jazirat - ul - Arab 1.6 . , Arabia as defined
by the Moslem savants , subject to self - governing rights being given to the Arabs if they so desire . This was what was promised by Mr. Lloyd
George and this was what Lord Hardinge bad contem plated . The Mobammedan soldiers would not have fought to deprive Turkey of her possessions .
To deprive the Khalif of this suzerainty is to reduce the Khilafat to a nullity . 

To restore to . Turkey , subject to necessary guarantees , what was hers before war , is a Chris tian solution . To wrest any of her , possessions from
her for the sake of punishing her is a gun powder solution . The Allies or England in the hour of her triumph must be scrupulously just . To reduce the
Turks to impotence would be not only unjust , it would be a breach of solemn declarations and promises . It is to be wished that the Viceroy will take
his courage in both his hands and place himself at the head of the Khilafat agitation as Lord Hardinge did at the time of the South African 

a 
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“ Passive Resistance " struggle and thus like his predecessor give a clear and emphatic direction to an agitation which under impulsive or faulty
leadership may lead to disastrous consequences . 

But the situation rests more with us Hindus and Muhammedans , than with the Viceroy and still more with the Moslem leaders than with the Hindus or
the Viceroy . 

There are signs already of impatience on the part of Muslim friends and impatience may any day be reduced to madness and the latter must inevitably
lead to violence . And I wish I could persuade everyone to see that violence is suicide . 

Supposing the Muslim demands are not granted by the Allies or say England ? I see nothing but hope in Mr. Montagu's brave defence of the Muslim
position and Mr. Lloyd George's interpretation of his own declaration , True , the latter is balting but he can secure full justice under it . But we must
suppose the worst and expect and strive for the best . How to strive is the question . 

What we may not do is clear enough . 

( 1 ) There should be no violence in thought , speech or deed . 

( 2 ) There should be no boycott of British goods by way of revenge or punishment . Boycott in my opinion is a form of violence . Moreover even if it
were desirable it is totally impracticable , 

A 
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( 3 ) There should be no rest till the minimum is achieved 

( 4 ) There should be no mixing up of other ques tions with the Khilafat , o ... , the Egyptian question . 

Let us see what must be done : ( 1 ) The cessation of business on the 19th instant ind expression of the minimum demands by means of one single
resolution . 

This is a necessary first step provided that the ' hartal " is absolutely voluntary and the employees re not asked to leave their work unless they eceive
permission from their employers . I would trongly urge that the mill - hands should be left intouched . The further proviso is that there should le no
violence accompanying the " hartal . " I have ften been told that the C. I. D's sometimes pro oke violence , I do not believe in it as a great harge . But
even if it be true , our discipline should nake it impossible . Our success depends solely on ur ability to control , guide and discipline the nasses , 

Now a word as to what may be done , if the de hands are not granted . The barbarous method is varfare open or secret . This must be ruled out if ply
because it is impracticable . If I could but Jersuade everyone that it is always bad , we should gain all lawful ends much quicker . The power hat an
individual or a nation forswearing violence 
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generates , is a power that is irresistible . But my argument to - day against violence is based upon pure expediency . 

Non - co - operation is , therefore , the only remedy left open to us . It is the clearest remedy as it is the most effective , when it is absolutely free from
all violence . It becomes a duty when co - operation means degradation or humiliation or an injury to one's cherished religious sentiments . England
can not expect a meek submission by us to an unjust usurpation of rights which to Mussalmans mean matters of life and death . We may , therefore ,
begin at the top as also the bottom . Those who are holding offices of honour or emoluments ought to give them up . Those who belong to the menial
services under the Government should do likewise . Non - co - operation does not apply to service under private individuals . I cannot approve of the
threat of ostracism against those who do not adopt the remedy of Non - co - operation . It is only a voluntary withdrawal which is effective . For ,
voluntary withdrawal alone is a test of popular feeling and dissatisfaction . Advice to the soldier to refuse to serve is premature . It is the last , not the
first step . We should be entitled to take that step when the Viceroy , the Secretary of State and the Premier desert us . Moreover , every step in
withdrawing co - operation has to be taken with the greatest 
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deliberation . We must proceed slowly so as to ensure the retention of self - control under the fiercest beat . 

Many look upon the Calcutta resolutions with the deepest alarm . They scent in them a prepa ration for violence . I do not look upon them in that light ,
though I do not approve of the tone of some of them . I have already mentioned those whose subject matter I dislike . 

Can Hindus accept all the resolutions ? " is the question addressed by some . I can only speak for myself . I will co - opera te whole - heartedly with
the Muslim friends in the prosecution of theft just demand so long as they act with sufficient restraint and so long as I feel sure that they do not wish to
resort to or countenance violence . I should cease to co - operate and advice every Hindu and for that matter every one else to cease to co operate , the
moment there was violence actually done , advised or countenanced . I would , therefore , urge upon all speakers the exercise of the greatest restraint
under the greatest provocation . There is certainty of victory if firmness is combined with gentleness . The cause is doomed if anger , hatred , ill - will
, recklessness , and finally violence are to reign supreme . I shall resist them all my life even if I should alone . My goal is friendship with the world
and I can combine the greatest love with the greast opposition to wrong . 
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NON - CO - OPERATION CAMPAIGN 

LETTER TO THE VICEROY 

on 

( Before launching the Non - co - operation campaign the Muslim leaders addressed a letter to the Viceroy requesting him to secure a revision of the
Treaty of Sevres and failure to do so to make common cause with the people of India . " It was a sort of ultimatum and it stated : - “ 1f unfor tunantly
Your Excellency will not adopt our humble sugges tion we shall be obliged as from the first August next to withdraw co - operation from the
Government and to ask our co - religionists and Hindu brethren to do likewise . " Mr. Gandhi likewise addressed the following ultimatum to the
Viceroy supporting the Muhammedan cause and also explain ing his connection with and his conduct in the Khilafat question . ] Your Excellency , 

As one who has enjoyed a certain measure of Your Excellency's confidence , and as one who claims to be a devoted well - wisher of the British
Empire , I owe it to Your Excellency , and through Your Excellency to His Majesty's Ministers , to explain my connection with and my conduct in the
Khilafat question . 

At the very earliest stage of the war , even whilst I was in London organising the Indian Volunteer Ambulance Corps , I began to interest 
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nyself in the Khilafat question . I perceived how leeply moved the little Mussalman world in London was when Turkey decided to throw in ler lot with
Germany . On my arrival in India in he January of 1915 , I found the same anxiouness ind earnestness among the Mussalmans with whom 

came in contact . Their anxiety became intense vhen the information about the secret treaties eaked out . Distrust of British intentions filled heir minds ,
and despair took possession of them . Cven at that moment I advised my Mussalman riends not to give way to despair but to express beir fear and their
hopes in a disciplined manner . t will be admitted that the whole of Mussalman ndia has behaved in a singularly restrained nanner during the past five
years , and that the eaders have been able to keep the turbulent ections of their community under complete con rol . 

The peace terms and Your Excellency's defence of them have given the Mussalmans of India a shock from which it will be difficult for them to ecover ,
The terms violate ministerial pledges and atterly disregard Mussalman sentiment . I con sider that as a staunch Hindu wishing to live on terms of the
closest friendship with my Mussalman countrymen , I should be an unworthy son of India if I did not stand by them in their hour of trial . In 
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my humble opinion , their cause is just . They claim that Turkey must not be punished if their sentiment is to be respected . Muslim soldiers dic 

. not fight to inflict punishment on their own Khalifa or to deprive him of his territories . The Mussal man attitude has been consistent throughout these
five years . 

My duty to the Empire to which I owe my loyalty requires me to resist the cruel violence that has been done to the Mussalman sentiment . So far as I
am aware , Mussalmans and Hindus have as whole lost faith in British justice and honour . The report of the Majority of the Hunter Committee Your
Excellency's despatch thereon and Mr. Mon tagu's reply have only aggravated the distrust . 

In these circumstances the only course open to one like me is either in despair to sever all connec tion with British rule , or , if I still retained faith in
the inherent superiority of the British constitution to all others at present in vogue , to adopt such means as will rectify the wrong done , and thus
restore confidence . I have not lost faith in such superiority and I am not without hope that some how or other justice will get be rendered if we show
the requisite capacity for suffering . Indeed , my conception of that constitution is that it helps only those who are ready to help themselves . I do not
believe that it protects the weak . It gives free 
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scope to the strong to maintain their strength and develop it . The weak under it go to the wall . 

It is , then , because I believe in the British con stitution that I have advised my Mussalman friends to withdraw their support from Your Excellency's
Government , and the Hindus to join them , should . the peace terms not be revised in accordance with the solemo pledges of ministers and the Muslim
sentiment . 

Three courses were open to the Muhomedans in Srder to mark their emphatic disapproval of the utter njustice to which His Majesty's Ministers have
become party , if they have not actually been the prime perpetrators of it . They are : 

( 1 ) To resort to violence . ( 2 ) To advise emigration on a wholesale scale . 

( 3 ) Not to be party to the injustice by ceasing to co - operate with the Government . 

Your Excellency must be aware that there was a time when the boldest , though the most thought less , among the Mussalmans favoured violence , and
the Hijrat " ( emigration ) has not yet ceased to be the battle - cry , I venture to claim that I have suc 

ceeded by patient reasoning in weaning the party of violence from its ways . I confess that I did not attempt to succeed in weaning them from violence
on moral grounds , but purely on utilitarian grounds . The result , for the time being at any rate , bas , 
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. 

bowever , been to stop violence . The school of 

Hijrat " has received a check , if it has not stop ped its activity entirely . I hold that no repression could have prevented a violent eruption , if the
people had not bad presented to them a form of direct action involving considerable sacrifice and ensuring success if such direct action was largely
taken up by the public . Non - co - operation was the only dignified and constitutional form of sucb direct action . For it is the right recognised from
time immemorial of the subject to refuse to assist a ruler who misruled . 

At the same time I admit that non - co - operation practised by the mass of people is attended with 

But in a crisis such as has overtaken the Mussalmans of India , no step that is unattend ed with large risks , can possibly bring about the desired change
. Not to run some risks now will be to court much greater risks if not virtual des truction of law and order . 

But there is yet an escape from non - co - operation , The Mussalman representation has requested Your Excellency to lead the agitation yourself , as
did your distinguished predecessor at the time of the South African trouble . But if you cannot see your way to do so , and non - co - operation becomes
a dire necessity , I hope that Your Excellency will give those who have accepted my advice and 

grave risks , 
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myself the credit for being actuated by nothing less than a stern sense of duty . Laburnam Road , I have the honour to remain , Gamdevi , Bombay , Your
Excellency's faith 22nd June , 1920 . 

ful servant , ( Sd . ) M. K. GANDHI . 

OPENING OF THE N.C.O. CAMPAIGN 

[ The campaign of Non - co - operation was launched on the 1st of August , 1920. On that day Mr. Gandhi addressed the following better to the Viceroy
:-) 

It is not without a pang that I return the Kaisar - i - Hind gold medal granted to me by your predecessor for my humanitarian work in South Africa , the
Zulu war medal granted in South Africa for my services as officer in charge of the Indian Volunteer Ambulance Corps in 1906 and the Boer War medal
for my services as assistant superintendent of the Indian Volunteer Stretcher Bearer Corps during the Boer War of 1899-1900 . I venture to return these
medals in pursuance of the scheme of Non - co - operation inaugurated to - day in connection with the Khilafat movement . Valu . able as these honours
have been to me , I cannot wear them with an easy conscience so long as my Mussalman countrymen have to labour under a 
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wrong done to their religious sentiment . Events that have happened during the past month have confirmed me in the opinion that the Imperial Gop .
ernment have acted in the Khilafat matter in an unscrupulous , immmoral and unjust manner and have been moving from wrong to wrong in order to
defend their immorality . I can retain neither respect nor affection for such a Government . 

The attitude of the Imperial and Your Excel lency's Governments on the Punjab question has given me additional cause for grave dissatisfaction . I had
the honour , as Your Excellency is aware , as one of the Congress Commissioners , to investigate the causes of the disorders in the Punjab during April
of 1919. And it is my deliberate conviction that Sir Michael O'Dwyer was totally unfit hold the office of Lieutenant - Governor of the Punjab and that
his policy was primarily responsi ble for infuriating the mob at Amritsar . No doubt the mob excesses were unpardonable ; incendarism , murder of
five innocent Englishmen and the co wardly assault on Miss Sherwood were most deplorable and uncalled for . But the punitive measures taken by
General Dyer , Col. Frank Johnson , Col. O'Brien , Mr. Bosworth Smith , Rai Shri Ram Sud , Mr. Malik Khan and other officers were out of all
proportion to the crime of the peo ple and amounted to wanton cruelty and inhuma . 
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ity almost unparalleled in modern times . Your Excellency's light - hearted treatment of the official rime , your exoneration of Sir Michael O'Dwyer , fr
. Montagu's dispatch and above all the shameful norance of the Punjab events and callous dis gard of the feelings of Indians betrayed by the ouse of
Lords , have filled me with the gravest isgivings regarding the future of the Empire , ve estranged me completely from the present overnment and have
disabled me from tendering , 

I have hitherto whole - heartely tendered , my yal co - operation . 

LIDMARC 

j 

In my humble opinion the ordinary method of itating by way of petitions , deputations and the e is no remedy for moving to repentance a Gov iment so
hopelessly indifferent to the welfare of charge as the Government of India has proved be . In European countries , condonation of ch grievous wrongs
as the Khilafat and the injab would have resulted in a bloody revolu . n by the people . They would have resisted at costs national emasculation such
as the said ongs imply . But half of India is too weak to er violent resistance and the other half “ is willing to do so . I have therefore ventured to ggest
the remedy of non - co - operation which ables those who wish , to dissociate themselves om the Government and which , if it is unattended 
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by violence and undertaken in an ordered manner must compel it to retrace its steps and undo the wrongs ' committed . But whilst I shall pursue the
policy of non - co - operation in so far as I can carry the people with me , I shall not lose hope that you will yet see your way to do justice . I therefore
respectfully ask Your Excellency to summon conference of the recognised leaders of the people and in consultation with them find a way that would
placate the Mussalmans and do reparation to the unbappy Punjab . 

BOYCOTT OF COUNCILS 

( When the Reforms Act was passed , Mr. Gandhi , thoug he recognised that the reforms were inadeguate , still wante " to settle down quietly to work
so as to make them thorough success and thus anticipate the time for a full measure of responsibility . ” But when the Punjab wron was condoned by the
Government , Mr. Lajpat Rai question ed the utility of the Councils and decided against cound entry . Mr. Gandhi concurred with this view and
expresse it in the following letter which he addressed to the Pressi July 1920 : ] 

** Needless to say that I am in entire accor with Lala Lajpat Rai on the question of the boycol of the reformed councils . For me it is but on step in the
campaign of Non - co - operation and as 
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eel equally keenly on the Punjab question as on Khilafat , Lala Lajpat Rai's suggestion is doubly welcome . I have seen the suggestion made in nore
quarters than one that non - co - operation on he reforms should commence after the process of lection has been through . I cannot help saying that it is
a mistake to go through the election farce and the expenses of it when we clearly do not ntend to take part in the proceedings of these Legislative
Councils . Moreover , a great deal of educative work has to be done among the people . And if I could , I would not have the best attention of the
country frittered away in electioneering . The populace will not understand the beauty of non - co - operation if we seek election and then resign . But
it would be a fine education for them if the electors are not to elect anybody and unanimously to tell whosoever may seek their suffrage that he would
not represent them if he so sought election so long as the Punjab and Khilafat questions were not satisfactorily settled . I hope , however , that Lala
Lajpat Rai does not mean to end with the boycott of the reformed councils , We must take if necessary every one of the four stages of non - co -
operation if we are to be regarded as a self - respecting nation . The issue is clear . Both the Khilafat terms and the Punjab affairs show ubat Indian
opinion counts for little in the councils 
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of the empire . It is a humiliating position , wt sball make nothing of the reforms if we quietly swallow the humiliation . In my humble opinion therefore
, the first condition of the real progress is the removal of these difficulties in our path . And unless some better course of action is devised nolens
volens , non - co - operation must hold the field 

TO THE TRUSTEES OF ALIGARH 

[ Soon after the inaugurationan of N.C.O. campaigo Mr. Gandhi and other leaders of the movement made a tour in North India with a view to spread
the dootrine of non co - operation among the student population . They appealed to the students and the teachers to boycott the Government schools and
convert aided schools and colleges into national institutions . The first great attack was delivered 

on the Aligarh College . The following two letters were addressed by Mr. Gandhi on that occasion ( October 1920 ) ] . Gentlemen , 

I know you are about to meet in order to give your decision on most momentous issue for Islam and India . I hear that you are calling in the aid of the
Government and the police for the occasion of your meeting . If the rumour is true , you would be making a grievous mistake . In a matter which is
purely domestic you need neither the interven tion of the Government nor the protection of its police . Neither the Ali brothers nor I are engaged 
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in brute war . We are engaged in a war in which our only weapon is force of public opinion and we shall reckon ourselves beaten in the battle if we do
not carry the public with us . In the present dis pute the test of public opinion will be in the first instance your majority . Therefore , if you after a full
and free discussion decide by a majority that the college and school students may not remain in the college ground either as students or even as
boarders if they persist in their demand of disaffi liation and the rejection of the Government grant , they will be peacefully withdrawn . We propose in
that event to carry on their education if at all possible in Aligarh itself , or elsewhere . The desire is not to suspend their secular education for one
moment longer than is absolutely neces sary . But it is our sincere desire that it should be given in consistence with the law of Islam and the honour of
India . I understand that in the opi pion of the recognised Ulemas it is not lawful for a believing Muslim ' to receive the assistance of a Government that
has desired or indirectly sought to cause the destruction of the holy Khilafat and or tamper with the exclusive Muslim control of Jazirat - ul - Arab .
You know as well as I do , how this Government has wilfully trampled under foot Indian honour . Consistently , therefore , with the control of the
passions by the people , all voluntary 
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association with the Government is being with drawn by the people . The least that you , in my humble opinion , can do is to decline any further
Government grant , disaffiliate the great institution : of which you are the trustees and reject the charter of the Moslem University . The least that the
Aligarh boys can do , if you fail to respond to the call of Islam and India , is to wash their hands clean of an institution acknowledging the ægis of a
Government that has forfeited all title to the allegiance of Islam and India and to bring into being a larger , nobler and purer Aligarh that would carry
out the inmost wishes of its great founder . I cannot imagine the late illustrious Sir Syed Ahmed keeping his noble creation under the control or
influence of the present Government . 

As I have been the orginator of the idea of dis affiliation of Aligarh and rejection of the Govern ment grant , I feel that I might be able to assist you in
your discussions , and therefore , offer my humble services to you , and will gladly attend your meeting if you will allow me to do so . 

I am pro ceeding to Bombay and shall await your answer there . 

But whether you wish me to attend or not , I hope that you will not summon Government inter vention in this purely domestic matter . 

And let me say to the Government through you 
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that one hears all sorts of rumours of their inten tions about the Ali Brothers and myself . I hopo , for the peaceful evolution of the struggle they will not
restrict our liberty . We are endeavouring in a most constitutional manner to conduct our propa ganda . We are seeking to bend the Government to the
people's will , or if it will not , to overthrow it , not by brute force but by creating real public opinion . We hold it to be perfectly constitutional , legiti
mate and honourable to expose the satanic nature of the Government , and to ask the people by appealing to their heads and their hearts , never to their
animal passions , to express their will not in words but in action , i . e . , by withdra wing all possible association with the Government . But if the
Government wish even to suppress the liberty of opinion and peaceful action , I hope they will issue no internment orders against us , but that they will
imprison us . For , in spite of our sincere desire not to offer civil disobedience even in our own persons , it will not be possible for us to res pect any
internment orders . So long as our move ment is not physically restrained , we must use it in such a manner as we consider to be the best in the interests
of our mission . 

With humble apology , 

Your faithful servant , ( Sd . ) M. K. GANDHỊ of 

C 
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as 

TO THE PARENTS OF ALIGARH 

BOYS . Gentlemen , 

I know that the best of my friends are bewilder ed at many of my doings at the present moment , not the least among which is my advice to the youth of
the country . I do not wonder at their bewilderment . I have undergone a complete transformation in my attitude towards the system of government
under which we are labouring . To me it is satanic even was the system under : Ravan's rule according to the scriptures of my religion . But my friends
are not so convinced as I am of the supreme necessity of ending this rule , unless the system undergoes a radical change and there is a definite
repentance on the part of the rulers , 

I share too your concern about your boys who are learning at Aligarh . You will believe when I tell you that I do not wish to hurt your feelings . I am
myself the father of four boys whom I have brought up to the best of my lights . I have been an extremely obedient son 

to my fa'ents , and an equally ' obedient pupil to my to zcners . I know the value of filial duty . But I count duty to God above all these . And in my
ovinin the time has come for every young man Land young woman in this country to make their 

sce between duty to God and duty to others . 

me 
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I claim to know the youth of our country in a fairly intimate manner . I know that in the majority of cases the youth of our country have the determining
of their higher education in their own bands . I know cases in which parents find it difficult to wean their children from what to them ( the parents )
appears to be the infatuation of their children about higher education . I am convinced that I am doing no violence to the feelings of parents when I
address our young men and ask them to leave their schools or colleges even in spite of their parents . You will not be astonished to learn that of the
parents of ' hundreds of boys who have left schools or colleges , I have received only one protest and that from a govern ment servant whose boys have
left their college . The protest is based on the ground that they were not even consulted before their boys decided to leave their college . In fact my
advice to the boys was even to discuss with their parents the question of leaving before arriving at a decision . 

I have myself appealed to thousands of parents at scores of meetings at which hardly a parent has objected to the proposition of leaving government
controlled schools . Indeed they have with wonder ful unanimity passed resolutions 

non - cr operation including the item schools . therefore take leave to think that the parent : up 

on 

on 
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we 

Aligarh boys are no less convinced than the others of the necessity of withdrawing their children from schools and colleges supported or controlled by
a Government that has participated in betraying the Mussalmans of India and has wantonly humiliated the nation through its barba rous treatment of the
Punjab . 

I hope you know that I am as eager as any that our boys ' education should not be neglected . But I am certainly more eager that their education is
received through clean hands . I hold it to be unmanly for us to continue to receive grants for our education from a government which heartily dislike .
In my humble opinion that would be even dishonourable and disloyal . 

Is it not better that our children should receive their education in a free atmosphere , even though it may be given in humble cottages or in the shade of
trees and under teachers who , being themselves free , would breathe into our children the spirit of freedom ? I wish you could realise that the destiny
of our beloved land lies not in us , the parents , but in our children . Shall we not free them from the curse of slavery which has made us crawl on our
bellies ? Being weak we may not have the strength or the will even to throw off the yoke . But shall we not have wisdom not to leave the cursed inberi
tance to our children ? 
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They can lose pothing by pursuing their studies as free lads and lasses . Surely they do not need government university degrees . And if we could but
get rid of the love of government degrees for our boys the question of finding money for their education is in reality simple . For , a week's self denial
by the nation will provide for the education of its school - going children for one year . Our exist ing religious and charitable Hindu and Muslim funds
can support our education without even a week of self - denial . The present effort is no more than an attempt to take a referendum of our capa city to
govern ourselves and to protect our religions and our honour . 

I remain , Well wisher of the Youth of India , 

M. K. GANDHI . 

TO YOUNG BENGAL 

( The students of Bengal were at first slow to appreciate the advice of Mr. Gandhi to boycott government institu tions . But when Mr. C. R. Das , the
leader of the Bengal Non - co - operators , gave up his immense practice at the bar at the call of the country , the students at once made up their minds
and the colleges soon began to be emptied . In the following letter Mr. Gandhi has given some valuable advice to the students who have given up their
studies in the Gove ernment connected schools : ] 
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more 

Dear Young Friends , 

I have just read an account of your response to the nation's call . It does credit to you and to Bengal . I had expected no less . I certainly expect still
more . Bengal has great intelligence , it has a greater heart , it has more than its share of the spiritual heritage for which our country is specially noted .
You have more imagination , more faith and more emotion than the rest of India . You have falsified the calumny of cowardice on occasions than one .
There is , therefore , no reason wby Bengal should not lead now as it has done befere now . 

You have taken the step ; you will not recede . You had ample time to think , You have paused , you have considered . 

You held the Congress that delivered to the nation the message of non - co operation , i . e . , of self - purification , self - sacrifice , courage and hope .
The Nagpur Congress ratified , clarified , and amplified the first declaration , It was delivered in the midst of strife , doubt , and disunion . It was
delivered in the midst of joy , acclamation , and practically perfect unanimity . It was open to you to refuse or to hesitate to respond . You have chosen
the better , though , from a worldly - wise standpoint , less cautious way . You dare not go back without hurting yourselves and 

cause , 

ithe 
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But for the evil spell that the existing system of government and , most of all , this Western education has cast upon us , the question will not be
considered as open to argument . Can the brave Arabs retain their independence and yet be schooled under the aegis of those who would hold them
undar bondage ? They will laugh at a person who dared to ask them to go to schools that may be established by their invaders . Is the case different , or
if it is different , is it not stronger in our case when we are called upon to give up schools conducted under the ægis of a government which rightly or
wrongly we seek to bend to our will or destroy ? 

We cannot get Swaraj if not one class in the country is prepared to work and sacrifice for it . The Government will yield not to the logic of words . It
knows no logic but that of brave and true deeds . 

Bravery of the sword they know . And they have made themselves proof against its use by us . Many of them will welcome violence on our part . They
are unconquerable in the art of meeting and sup pressing violence . We propose , therefore , to steri lise their power of inflicting violence by our non
violence . Violence dies when it ceases to evoke response from its object . Non - violence is the corner stone of the edifice of non - co - operation .
You will , 
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therefore , not be basty or over - zealous in your dealings with those who may not see eye to eye with you . Intolerance is a species of violence and
therefore against our creed . Non - violent non - co operation is an object lessor in democracy . The moment we are able to ensure non - violence ,
even under circumstances the most provoking , that moment we have achieved our end ; because that is the moment when we can offer complete non co
- operation , 

I ask you not to be frightened at the proposition just stated . People do not move ip arithmetical progression , not even in geometrical progression .
They have been known to perish in a day ; they have been known to rise in a day . Is it such a difficult thing for India to realise that thirty crores of
human beings have but to feel their strength and they can be free without having to use it ? As we had not regained national consciousness , the rulers
have hitherto played us against one another . We have to refuse to do so , and we are masters , not they . 

Non - co - operation deals first with those sensitive classes upon whom the government has acted so successfully and wbo have been lured into the
trap consciously or unconsciously as the school - going youths have been . 

When we come to think about it , the sacrifice 
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required is infinitesimal for individuals , because the whole is distributed among so many of us . 

For what is your sacrifice ? To suspend your literary studies for one year or till Swaraj is established . If I could ' infect ' the whole of the student
world with my faith , I know that the suspension of studies need not extend even to a year . 

And in the place of your suspended studies I would urge you to study the methods of bringing about Swaraj as guietly as possible even within the year
of grace . I present you with the spinning wheel and suggest to you that on it depends India's economic salvation , 

But you are at liberty to reject it if you wish and go to the college that has been promised to you by Mr. Das . Most of your feilow students in the
National College at Gujarat have undertaken to give at least four hours to spinning every day It is no sacrifice to learn a beautiful art and to be able to
clothe the naked at the same time . 

You have done your duty by withdrawing from Government colleges . I have only showed you the easiest and the most profitable way of devoting the
time at your disposal . 

May God give you strength and courage to sus tain you in your determination . 

Your Well - wisher , 

M. K. GANDHI , 

6 
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THE BOYCOTT CAMPAIGN . 

[ The All - India Congress Committee in a resolution passed on July 28 , 1921 , appealed to the nation to concentrate its attention to secure a complete
boyoott of foreign cloth by the 30th September next . Mr. Gandhi inaugurated the boy cott movement by a bonfire of foreign cloth in Bombay on the
31st of July . Next month be issued an appeal " To the Women of India " to take up the charka and to use only khaddar in preference to finer clothes .
Later he also issued another appeal to the public entitled “ The Poor Man's Way , " ] 

TO THE WOMEN OF INDIA 

Dear Sisters , 

The All - India Congress Committee has come to a momentous decision in fixing the 30th Sep tember next as the final date for completing the boycott
of foreign cloth begun by the sacrificial fire lit on the 31st July in Bombay in memory of Lokamanya Tilak . I was accorded the privilege of setting fire
to the huge pile containing costly sadis and other dresses which you have hitherto considered fine and beautiful . 

I feel that it was right and wise on the part of the sisters who gave their costly clothing . Its destruction was the most economical use you could have
made of it , even as destruction of plague infected articles is their most economical and best use . 

a necessary 

It was 
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surgical operation designed to avert more serious complaints in the body politic . 

The women of India have during the past twelve months worked wonders on behalf of the mother land . You have silently worked away as angels of
mercy . You have wandered from house to house to make collections . Some of you have even assisted in picketing . Some of you who were used to
fine dresses of variegated colours and had a number of changes during the day , have now adopted the white and spotless but heavy Khadi sadi remind
ing one of a woman's innate purity . You have done all this for the sake of India , for the sake of the Khilafat , for the sake of the Punjab . There is no
guile about your word or work . Yours is the purest sacrifice untainted by anger or hate . Let me confess to you that your spontaneous and loving
response all over India has convinced me that God is with us . No other proof of our struggle being one of self - purification is needed than that lacs of
India's women are actively helping it . 

Having given much , more is now required of you . Men bore the principal share of the subscrip tions to the Tilak Swaraj Fund . But completion of the
Swadeshi programme is possible only if you give the largest share . Boycott is impossible , un less you will surrender the whole of your foreign
clothing . So long as the taste persists , so long 
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complete renunciation impossible . And boycott means complete renunciation . We must be pre pared to be satisfied with such cloth as India can
produce , even as we are thankfully content with such children as God gives us . I have not known a mother throwing away her baby even though it may
appear ugly to an outsider . So should it be with the patriotic women of India about Indian manu factures . During the transition stage you can only get
coarse Khadi in abundance . You may add all the art to it that your taste allows or reguires . And if you will be satisfied with coarse Khadi fora . few
months , India need not despair of seeing a revival of the fine rich and coloured garments of old which were once the envy and the despair of the world
. I assure you that a six months ' course of self - denial will show you that wbat we to - day regard as artistic is only falsely so , and that true art takes
note not merely of form but also of what lies behind . There is an art that kills and an art tbat gives life . The fine fabric that we have imported from the
West or the Far East has literally killed millions of our brothers and sisters , and delivered thousands of our dear sisters to a life of shame . True art
must be evidence of happiness , contentment and purity of its authors . And if you will have such art revived in our midst , the use of Khadi is obli
gatory on the best of you at the present moment . 
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And not only is the use of Khadi necessary for the success of the swadeshi programme , but it is imperative for every one of you to spin during your
leisure hours . I have suggested to boys and men also that they should spin . Thousands of them , I know , are spinning daily . But the main burden of
spin ning must , as of old , fall on your shoulders . Two hundred years ago , the women of India spun not only for home demand but also for foreign
lands . They spun not merely coarse counts but the finest that the world has ever spun . No machine has yet reached the fineness of the yarn spun by our
ances tors . If then we are to cope with the demand for Kbadi during the two months and after wards , you must form spinning clubs , institute spinning
com petitions and flood the Indian market with hand spun yarn . For this purpose some of you have to become experts in spinning , carding and
adjusting the spinning wheels . This means ceaseless toil . You will not look upon spinning as a means of livelihood . For the middle class it should
supple ment the income of the family and for very poor women it is undoubtedly a means of livelihood . The spinning wheel should be , as it was , the
widow's loving companion . But for you who will read this appeal , it is presented as a duty , as Dharma . If all the well - to - do women of India were
to spin a certain quantity daily , they would make yarn cheap 
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and bring about much more quickly than otherwise the required fineness , 

The economic and moral salvation of India thus rests mainly with you . The future of India lies on your knees , for you will nurture the future generation
. You can bring up the children of India to become simple , God - fearing and brave men and women , or you can coddle them to be weaklings unfit to
brave the storms of life and used to foreign fineries which they would find it difficult in after life to discard . The next few weeks will show of what
stuff the women of India are made . I have not the shadow of a doubt as to your choice . The destiny of India is far safer in your hands than in the hands
of a Government that has so exploited India's resources that she has lost faith in herself . At every one of women's meetings , I asked for blessings for
the national effort , and I have done so in the belief that you are pure , simple and godly enough to give them with effect . You can ensure the
fruitfulness of your blessings by giving up your foreign cloth and during your spare hours cease lessly spinning for the nation . 

I remain , Your Devoted Brother , 

M. K. GANDHI . 
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THE POOR MAN'S WAY Mr. Gandhi has issued for the following appeal to the public : 

Only a few days are left for us to complete the boycott of foreign cloth enjoined by the All - India Congress Committee . It is not yet too late if every
Congress worker will devote his or her exclusive attention to the boycott . If every one realises that without Swadeshi , i . e . , boycott of foreign cloth
and manufacture of all the required cloth by band spinning and hand weaving , there is no Swaraj , and without Swaraj there is no settlement of the
Khilafat and the Punjab problems , there should be no difficulty in bringing about the desired boycott and the required manufacture . 

I know that many will find it difficult to replace their foreign cloth all at once . Millions are too poor to buy enough Khadi to replace the discarded
cloth . To them I repeat my advice given on the Madras beach , Let them be satisfied with a mere loin cloth . In our climate we hardly need more to
protect our bodies during the warm months of the year . Let there be no prudery about dress . . 

India has never insisted on full covering of the body for the males as a test of culture . 

I give the advice under a full sense of my res ponsibility . In order , therefore , to set the example , I propose to discard at least up to the 31st of 
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October my topi and vest , and to content myself with only a loin cloth and a chaddar whenever found necessary for the protection of the body . I adopt
the change , because I have always hesitated to advise anything I may not myself be prepared to follow , also because I am anxious , by leading the
way , to make it easy for those who cannot afford a change on discarding their foreign gar ments . I consider the renunciation to be also necessary for
me as a sign of mourning , and a bare head and a bare body is such a sign in my part of the country . That we are in mourning is more and more being
borne home to me , as the end of the year is approaching and we are still without Swaraj . I wish to state clearly that I do not except co workers to
renounce the use of the vest and topi unless they find it necessary to do so for their own work . 

I am positive that every district can , if there are enough workers , manufacture sufficient for its needs in one month . And to that end for one month I
advise complete suspension of every activity but Swadeshi . I would even withdraw pickets from shops trusting the drinker to recognise the new spirit
of purification . I would advise every non co - operator to treat imprisonment as his ordinary lot in life and not think anything about it . If only we can
go through the course of organising manu 
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facture and collecting foreign cloth during the month of October abstaining from all meetings and excitements , we shall produce an atmosphere calm
and peaceful enough to embark upon civil disobedience if it is then found necessary . But I have a settled conviction that , if we exhibit the strength of
character , the faculty for organising and the power of exemplary self - control , all of which are necessary for full Swadeshi , we shall attain Swaraj
without more . 

THE SPINNING WHEEL . 

[ In the following letter to Sir Daniel Hamilton , February 15 , 1922 , Mr. Gandhi pleads for an extended use of the spinning wheel . ] 

Mr. Hodge writes to me to say that you would like to have an hour's chat with me , and he has suggested that I should open the ground which I gladly do
. I will not take up your time by trying to interest you in any other activity of mine except the spinning wheel . Of all my outward activities , I do
believe that of the spinning wheel is the most permanent and the most beneficial . I have abundant proof now to support my statement that the spinning
wheel will 

the problem of economic distress in millions of India's homes , 

save 
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and it constitutes an effective insurance against famines , 

You know the great scientist , Dr. P. C. Ray , but you may not know that he has also become ad enthusiast on behalf of the spirning wheel . India does
not be need to be industrialized in the modern sense of the term . It has 7,50,000 villages scattered oper a vast area 1,900 miles long , 1,500 miles
broad . The people are rooted to the soil , and the vast majority are living a hand - to mouth life . Whatever may be said to the contrary , having
travelled throughout the length and breadth of the land with eyes open , having mixed with millions , the can be no doubt that pauperism is growing ,
There is no doubt also that the millions are living in enforced idleness for at least 4 months in the year . Agriculture does not need revolutionary
changes . The Indian peasant requires a supple mentary industry . The most natural is the in troduction of the spinning wheel , not the hand loom . The
latter cannot be introduced in every home , whereas the former can , and it used to be so even a century ago . It was driven out not by economic presure
but by force deliberately used as can be proved from authentic records . The restoration , therefore , of the spinning wheel solves the economic
problem of India at a stroke . I know that you are a lover of India , and that you are 
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deeply interested in the economic and moral uplift of my country . I know , too , that you have great influence . I would like to enlist it on behalf of the
spinning wheel . It is the most effective force for introducing successful co - operative societies . Without honest co - operation of the millions , the
enterprise can never be successful , and as it is already proving a means of weaning thousands of women from a life of shame , it is as moral an
instrument as it is economic . 

I hope you will not allow yourselves to be prejudiced by anything you might have heard about my strange views about machinery . I have nothing to
say against the development of any other indus try in India by means of machinery , but I do say that to supply India with cloth either manufactured
outside or inside through gigantic mills is an econo mic blunder of the first magnitude just as it would be to supply cheap bread through huge bakeries
established in the chief centres in India and to destroy the family stove . 
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OPEN LETTER TO H. R. H. THE 

DUKE OF CONNAUGHT 

[ The following letter was sent to H. R. H. the Duke of Connaught in connection with the boycott of the latter's visit to India in the beginning of 1921. ] 

Sir , -Your Royal Highness must have heard a great deal about non - co - operation , non - co - opera tionists and their methods , and , incidentally , of
me , its humble author . I fear that the information given your Royal Highness must have been in its nature one - sided . I owe it to you , to my friends
and myself , that I should place before you what I conceive to be the scope of non - co - operation , as fol lowed not only by me , but by my closest
associates , such as Messrs , Shaukat Ali and Mahomed Ali . 

For me it is no joy and pleasure to be actively associated in the boycott of Your Royal Highness ' visit . I have tendered loyal , voluntary assistance to
the Government for an unbroken period of nearly 30 years in the full belief that through that lay the path of freedom for my country . It was , there fore ,
no slight thing for me to suggest to my countrymen that we should take no part in wel coming Your Royal Highness . Not one amongst us has anything
against you as an English gentle man . We hold your person as sacred as that of a dearest friend . I do not know any of my friends 
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who would not guard it with his life if he found it in danger 

We are not at war with individual English men . We seek not to destroy English life . We do desire to destroy the system that has emas culated our
country in body , mind and soul . We are determined to battle with all our might against that in English nature which has made O'Dwyerism and
Dyerism possible in the Pun jab and has resulted in a wanton affront upon Islam , a faith professed by seven crores of our countrymen . We consider it
inconsistent with our self - respect any longer to brook the spirit of superiority and dominance which has systematically ignored and disregarded the
sentiments of thirty crores of innocent people of India on many a vital matter . It is humiliating to us . It cannot be a matter of pride to you that thirty
crores of Indians should live day in and day out in fear of their lives from one hundred thousand Englishmen and , there fore , be under subjection to
them . 

Your Royal Highness has come , not to end the system I described , but to sustain it by upholding its prestige , Your first pronouncement was a
laudation of Lord Willingdon . I have the privilege of knowing him . I believe him to be an honest , amiable gentleman , who will not willingly hurt
even a fly , but be certainly failed as ruler . He allowed 
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bimself to be guided by those whose interest it was to support their power . He is not reading the mind of the Dravidian provinces . Here , in Bengal ,
you are issuing a certificate of merit to a Governor who is again , from all I have heard , an estimable geatle man , but who knows nothing of the heart
of Bengal and its yearnings . Bengal is not Calcutta Fort William and the palaces of Calcutta represent an insolent exploitation of the unmurmuring and
highly cultured peasantry of this fair province . 

The non - co - operationists have come to the con clusion they they must not be deceived by the reforms that tinker with the problem of India's distress
and humiliation , nor must they be impatient and angry . We must not in our impatient anger re sort to stupid violence . We freely admit that we must
take our due share of blame for the existing state . It is not so much British guns that are responsible for our subjection as our voluntary co - operation .

Our non - co - operation in a hearty welcome to Your Royal Highness is thus in no sense a demons tration against your high personage , but it is against
the system you come to uphold . I know individual Englishmen cannot , even if they will , after the English nature all of a sudden . If we would be the
equals of Englishmen , we must cast off fear , We must learn to be self - reliant and independent of schools , courts , protection , and 
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We are 

patronage of a Government we seek to end , if it will not mend . 

Hence this non - violent non - co - operation . I know we have not all yet become non - violent in speech and deed , but the results so far achieved
have , I assure Your Royal Highness , been amazing . The people have understood the secret and value of non - violence as they have never done
before . He who will may see that this is a religious , purifying movement . We are leaving off drink . trying to rid India of the curse of untouch ability .
We are trying to throw off foreign tinsel splendour , and by reverting to the spinning wheel , reviving the ancient and poetic simplicity of life . We hope
thereby to sterilize the existing harmful institutions , 

I ask Your Royal Highness as an Englishman to study this movement and its possibilities for the empire and the world . We are at war with nothing that
is good in the world . In protecting Islam in 

Islam in the manner we are , are protecting all religions ; in protecting the honour of India , we are protecting the honour of bumanity For our means are
hurtful to none . We desire to live on term of friendship with Englishmen , but that friendship must be friend ship of equals both in theory and in
practice , and we must continue to non - co - operate , i , e . , to 

we 
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purify ourselves till the goal is achieved . I ask Your Royal Highness , and through you every Englishman , to appreciate the view - point of non co -
operation . 

I beg to remain , Your Royal Highness ' Faithful Servant , 

M. K , GANDHI . 

THE PRINCE'S VISIT , 

10 

[ Towards the end of 1921 , His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales visited India and made an extensive tour in the country . Non.co - operators all
over India had made arrange ments for boycotting his visit . Mr. Gandhi held the view that his visit is being exploited for advertising the ' beniga '
British rule in India . " " If the Prince comes , " wrote Mr. Gandhi , “ he will not come to bless the non - co - opera . tors or their cause , but to sing the
song of praise for a Government which is responsible for the dishonour of the Punjab , for breach of faith with the Mussalmans , for forcing the drink
traffic on India . & c . 

In my humble opinion the projected visit will be an insult added to injury . " Though he advised the boycott , he realised that there would be some who
would wish to take part in the various func tions from fear or hope or choice . “ They have " he wrote , 

as much right to do as they like as we have to do as we like . This is the test of the freedom we wish to have and enjoy . " So he advised on the part of
non - co - operators great forbearance towards those who wished to take part in the fuctions . 

I ) 

00 
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But this advice was not fully beeded to in Bombay when the Prince landed there on November 17 , and as a conse quence owing to the activities of
some mischievous elements a great riot attended with bloodshed took place in which all the various parties suffered . Mr Gandhi was then at Bom bay
, and moved by the beart - rending scenes , took to fasting as a penance and addressed a series of soul - stirring letters appealing to the people to help
bring about peace in the city . The first was published soon after Mr. Gandhi witnessed the disturbances . ) 

A DEEP STAIN . 

The reputation of Bombay , the hope of my dreams , was being stained yesterday even whilst in my simplicity , I was congratulating the citizens upon
their non - violence in the face of provocation . For the volunteers with their captain were arrested during the previous night for pasting posters under
authority on private property . The posters advised the people to boycott the welcome to the Prince . They were destroyed . The Swaraj Sabha's office
was mysteriously entered into and the unused posters , so far as I am aware not declared unlawful , were also removed . The Prince's visit itself and
the circumstances attending the ceremonials arranged and public money wasted for the manufacture of a welcome to His Royal Highness constituted an
unbearable provocation . And yet Bombay had remained self - restrained . This , I thought , was a matter for congratulation . The burning of the pile 

7 
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of foreign cloth was an eloquent counter demons tration to the interested official demonstration , 

Little did I know that at the very time that the Prince was passing through the decorated route and the pile of foreign cloth was burning , in another part
of the city the mill hands were in criminal disobedience of the wishes of their masters emptying them , first one and then the others , by force , that a
swelling mob was molesting peaceful passengers in the tramcars and holding up the tram traffic , that it was forcibly depriving those that were wearing
foreign caps of their head - dresses and pelt ing inoffensive Europeans . As the day went up the fury of the mob now intoxicated with its initial success
rose also . They burnt tramcars and a motor , smashed liquor shops and burnt two . 

I heard of the outbreak at about 1 o'clock , I motored with some friends to the area of disturbance and heard the most painful and the most humiliating
story of molestation of Parsi sisters . Some few were assaulted , and even had their saris torn from them . No one from among a crowd of over fifteen
hundred who had surrounded my car denied the charge , as a Parsi with hot rage and quivering lips was with the greatest deliberation relating the story
. An elderly Parsi gentleman said , " Please 

“ save us from this mob rule . ” This news of the rough handling of Parsi sisters pierced me like a 
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dart . I felt that my sisters or daughters had been hurt by a violent mob ! Yes , some Parsis had joined the welcome . They had a right to hold their own
view free of molestation . There can be no coercion in Swaraj , The Moplah fanatic who forcibly converts a Hindu believes that he is acqui ring
religious merit . A non - co - operator or his associate who uses coercion has no apology what soever for his criminality . 

As I reached the Two Tanks , I found a liquor shop smashed , two policemen badly wounded and ying unconscious on cots without anybody caring for
them . I alighted . Immediately the crowd surrounded me and yelled Mahatma Gandhiki ai . ” That sound usually grates on my ears , but t has grated
never so much as it did yesterday when the crowd unmindful of the two sick brethren : hoked me with the shout at the top of their voices , ( rebuked
them and they were silent . brought for the two wounded men . I requested wo of my companions , and some from the crowd o take the dying policemen
to the hospital . I proceeded then to the scene a little further up where I saw a fire rising . There were two tram cars which were burnt by the crowd .
On return ng , I witnessed a burning motor car . I appealed o the crowd to disperse , told them that they had lamaged the cause of the Khilafat , the
Punjab and 

Water was 
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Swaraj . I returned sick at heart and in a chasten ed mood . 

At about five , a few brave Sindhi young men came to report that in Bhindhi Bazaar the crowd was molesting every passer - by who had a foreign cap
on and even seriously beating him , if he refus ed to give up his cap . A brave old Parsi who defied the crowd and would not give up his Pugree was
badly bandled . Maulana Azad Sobbani and went to Bhindi Bazaar and reasoned with the crowd , told them that they were denying their religion by
hurting innocent men . I be crowd made a show of dispersing . The Police were there but they were exceedingly restrained . We went further and on
retracing our steps , found to our horror a liquor shop on fire . Even the fire brigade was obstructed in its work . Thanks to the efforts of Pandit
Nekiram Sharama and others the inmates of the shop were able to come out , 

The crowd did not consist of hooligans only of boys . It was not an unintelligent crowd . They were not all mill hands . It was essentially a mixed
crowd unprepared and unwilling to listen to anybody . For the moment it had lost its head . And it was not a crowd but several crowds numbering in
all not less than twenty thousand . It was bent upon mischief and destruction . 
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were 

I heared that there was firing resulting in deaths and that in the Anglo - Indian quarters every one came in for hard beating , if he did not put off his
Khadi cap or shirt . I heard that many seriously injured . I am writing this in the midst of six Hindu and Mussalman workers who have just come in
with broken heads and bleeding and one with a broken nasal bone and other lacerated wounds and in danger of losing his life . They went to Parel led
by Maulanas Azad Sobani and Mozzam Ali to pacify the mill hands , who , it was reported , were holding up tramcars there . The workers , however ,
were unable to proceed to their destination . They returned with their bleeding wounds to speak for themselves . 

Thus the hope of reviving mass Civil Disobedience has once more in my opinion been dashed to pieces . The atmosphere for mass Civil Disobedience
is absent . It is not enough to say that such an atmosphere is to be found in Bardoli , and , therefore , it may go on side by side with the violence in
Bombay . This is impossible . Neither Bardoli nor Bombay can be treated as separate , unconnected units . They are parts of one great indivisible
whole . It was possible to isolate Malabar . It was also possible to disregard Malegaon . But it is not possible to ignore Bombay . 

Non - co - operators cannot escape liability . It is 
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true that Non - co - operators were ceaselessly remon. strating everywhere with the people at considerable risk to themselves , to arrest or stop the
mischief and that they are responsible for saving many precious lives . But that is not enough for laun ching out on Civil Disobedience or to discharge
us from liability for the violence that has taken place We claim to have established a peaceful atmos phere , i.e. , to have attained by our non - violence
suffi cient control over the people to keep their violence under check . We have failed when we ought to have succeeded . For yesterday was a day of
our trial . We were under our pledge bound to protect the person of the Prince from any harm or insult And we broke that pledge inasmuch as any one
of us insulted or injured a single European or any other who took part in the welcome as we were to refrain Nor can I shirk my own personal
responsibility . I am more instrumental than any other in bringing into being the spirit of revolt . I find myself not fully capable of controlling and
disciplining that spirit . I must do penance for it . For me the struggle essentially religious . I believe in fasting and prayer , and I propose henceforth to
observe every Monday a twenty - four hours ' fast till Swaraj is attained . 

The Working Committee will have to devote its attention to the situation and consider in the light thereof whether mass Civil Disobedience can be 
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at all encouraged until we have obtained complete control over the masses . I have personally come deliberately to the conclusion that mass Civil Dis
obedience cannot be started for the present . I confess my inability to conduct a campaign of Civil Disobedience to successful issue unless a com
pletely non - violent spirit is generated among the people . I am sorry for the conclusion . It is a humiliating confession of my incapacity , but I know
that I shall appear more pleasing to my Maker by being what I am instead of appearing to be what I am not . If I can have nothing to do with the
organised violence of the Government , I can have less to do with the unorganised violence of the people . I would prefer to be crushed between the
two . 

APPEAL TO BOMBAY CITIZENS Men and Women of Bombay , 

It is not possible to describe to you the agony I have suffered during the past two days . I am writing this now at 3-30 a . m . in perfect peace , After
two hours ' prayer and meditation I have found it . 

I must refuse to eat or drink anything but water till the Hindus and Mussalmans of Bombay bave made peace with the Parsis , the Christians and 
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Our 

the Jews and till the non - co - operators have made peace with the co - operators . 

The Swaraj that I have witnessed during the last two days has stunk in my nostrils . Hindu Muslim unity has been a menace to the handful of Parsis ,
Christians and Jews . The non - violence of non - co - operators has been worse than the violence of co - operators . For with non - violence on lips
we have terrorized those who have differed from us and in so doing we have denied our God . There is only one God for us all whether we find him
through the Koran , the Bible , the Zend Avesta , the Talmud , or the Gita And He is God of Truth and Love . I have no interest in living save for
proving this faith in me . I cannot hate Englishmen or any one else . I have spoken and written much against his institutions , especially the one he has
set up in India . I shall continue to do so if I live . But you must not mistake my con demnation of the system for that of the man , My religion requires
me to love him as I love myself . I would deny God if I did not attempt to prove it at this critical moment . 

And the Parsis ? I have meant every word I bave said about them . Hindus and Mussalmans will be unworthy of freedom if they do not defend them and
their honour with their lives . They have only recently proved their liberality and 
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friendship . The Mussalmans are especially beholden to them , for the Parsis have , compared to their numbers , given more than they themselves to the
Khilafat funds . Unless Hindus and Mussalmans have expressed full and free repentance , I cannot face again the appealing eyes of Parsi men and
women that I saw on the 17th instant as I passed through them . Nor can I face Andrews when he returns from East Africa if we have done no
reparation to the Indian Christians whom we are bound to protect as our own brothers and sisters . We may not think of what they or the Parsis in self -
defence or by way of reprisals have done to some of us , 

You can see quite clearly that I must do the utmost reparation to this handful of men and women who have been the victims of forces that have come
into being largly through my instru mentality . I invite every Hindu and Mussalman to do likewise . But I do not want any one to fast . Fasting is only
good wben it comes in answer to prayer and as a felt yearning of the soul . I invite every Hindu and Mussalman to retire to his home , ask God for
forgiveness and to befriend the injured communities from the bottom of his heart . 

I invite my fellow workers not to waste a single word of sympathy for me . I need or deserve none . But I invite them to make a ceaseless effort to 
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one 

regain control over the turbulent elements . This is a terribly true struggle . There is no room for sbam or bumbug in it . Before we can make any further
progress with our struggle we must cleanse our hearts . 

One special word to my Mussalman brothers . I bave approached the Khilafat as a sacred cause . I bave striven for Hindu - Muslim unity because
India cannot live free without it and because we would both deny God if we considered another as datural enemies . I have thrown myself into the
arms of the Ali brothers because believe them to be true , and God - fearing men , The Mus salmans have to my knowledge played the leading part
during the two days of carnage . It has deeply hurt me . 

I ask every Mussalman worker to rise to his full height , to realize his duty to his faith and to see that the carnage stops . 

May God bless every one of us with wisdom and courage to do the right at any cost . 19th November , 1921 . 

Your Servant , M. K. GANDDHI , 

I am , 
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AN APPEAL TO THE MAVALIS 

To the Mavalis of Bombay , 

The most terrible mistake I have made is , that I thought non - co - pperators bad acquired influence over you and that you had understood the relative
value , the political wisdom of non - violence though not the moral necessity of it . I bad thought that you had sufficiently understood the interests of
your country not to meddle with the movement to its detriment and that therefore you would have wisdom enough not to give way to your worst pas .
sions . But it cuts me to the quick to find that you have used the mass awakening for your own lust for plunder , rapine and even indulging in your worst
animal appetite . Whether you call yourself a Hindu , Mussalman , Parsi , Christian or Jew , you have certainly failed to consider even your own
religious interests . Some of my friends would , I know , accuse me of ignorance of human nature . If I believed the charge , I would plead guilty and
retire from human assemblies and return only after acquiring knowledge of human nature . But I know that I had no difficulty in controlling even the
Indian Mayalis in South Africa . I was able because I had succeeded in approaching them through co workers where I had no personal contact with
them . In your case I see now that we have failed to reach 
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you . I do not believe you to be incapable of res ponding to the noble call of religion and country . 

See what you have done ! The Hindu and Mussalman Mavalis bave violated the sanctity of Parsi temples , and they have exposed their own to similar
risk from the wrath of Parsi Mavalis . Because some Parsis bave chosen to partake in the welcome to the Prince , the Hindu and Mussal man Mavalis
have roughly handled every Parsi they have met . The result has been , that the Parsi Mavalis have now turned their attention to Hindus and
Mussalmans . Certainly the Parsi Mavalis are less to blame . Hindu and Mussalman Mavalis have rudely , roughly and insolently removed the foreign
cloth worn by some Parsis and Christians , forgetting that not all Hindus and all Mussalmans , nor by any means even a majority of them have
religiously discarded the use of 

, foreign cloth . The Parsi and the Christian Mavalis are therefore interfering with the Hindu and Mussalman wearers of Rhudi . Thus we moving in a
vicious circle , and the country suffers . 

I write this not to blame but to warn you and to confess that we have grievously neglected you . I am doing the penance in one way . The other workers
are doing it in another way . Messrs . Azad Sobani , 

. Jayakar , Jampadas , Mehta , Sathe , Mozzam Ali and many others have been risking their lives in bringing 

are all 
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under control this unfortunate ebullition . Shrimati Sarojini Naidu has fearlessly gone in your midst to reason with you and appeal to you . Our work in
your midst has only just begun . Will you not give us a chance by stopping the mad process of retali ation ? The Hindus and the Mussalmans should be
ashamed to take reprisals against the Parsis or the Christians . The latter must know it to be suicidal to battle against Hindu and Mussalman ferocity by
brute strength . The result is they must seek the assistance of an alien government , i . 6. , sell their freedom . Surely the best course for them is to
realize their nationality and believe that the reasoning Hindus and Mussalmans must and will protect the interests of minorities before their own .
Anyway the problem before Bombay is to ensure the absolute protection of the minorities and the acquisition of control over the rowdy element . And I
shall trust that you , the Mavalis of Bombay , will now restrain your hand and give a chance to the workers who are desirous of serving you . May God
help you , 

I am , 

Your friend , M. K. GANDHI . 

! 
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TO CO - WORKERS . Comrades , 

Past few days have been a fiery ordeal for us , and God is to be thanked that some of us have not been found wanting . The broken heads before me and
the dead bodies of which I have heard on un impeachable authority , are sufficient evidence of the fact . Workers have lost their lives or limbs , or
bave suffered bruises in the act of preserving peace , of weaning mad countrymen from their wrath . These deaths and injuries show that , in spite of
the error of many of our countrymen , some of us are prepared to die for the attainment of our goal . If all of us had imbibed the spirit of non violence ,
or if some had and the others had remained passive , no blood need have been spilt . But it was not to be . Some must therefore voluntarily give their
blood in order that bloodless atmosphere may be created . So long as there are people weak enough to do violence , there will be others weak enough
to seek the aid of those who have superior skill or means for doing it . And that is why the Paris and the Christians sought and received the assistance
of the Government such that the Government openly took sides and armed and aided the latter in retaliatory madness , and crimi . nally neglected to
protect a single life among those , who though undoubtedly guilty in the first instance 
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were the victims of the pardonable wrath of the Parsis , the Christians and Jews . The Government has thus appeared in its nakedness as a party doing
violence not merely to preserve peace , but to sus tain the aggressive Violence of its injured supporters . Its police and military looked on with callous
indifference whilst the Christians in their justi fiable indignation deprived innocent men of their white caps and hammered those who would not
surrender them , or whilst the Parsis assaulted or shot , not in self - defence but because the victims happened to be Hindus or Mussalmans or non - co
- operators . I can excuse the aggrieved Parsis and Christians , but can find no excuse for the criminal conduct of the police and the military in taking
sides , 

So the task before the workers is to take the blows from the Government and our erring coun trymen . This is the only way open to us of sterilising the
forces of violence . The way to immediate Swaraj lies through our gaining control over the forces of violence , and that not by greater violence but by
moral influence . We must see as clearly as daylight , that it is impossible for us to be trained and armed for violence effective enough for displacing
the existing Government . 

Some people imagine that after all we could not have better advertised our indignation against the 
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welcome to the Prince than by letting loose the mob frenzy on the fateful Seventeenth . This reasoning betrays at once ignorance and weakness ,
ignorance of the fact that our goal was not injury to the welcome , and weakness because we still banker after advertising our strength to others instead
of being satisfied with the conciousness of its possession . I wish I could convince one that we materially retarded our progress to our triple goal . 

But all is not lost if the workers realise and act up to their responsibility . We must secure the full co - operation of the rowdies of Bombay . We must
know the mill hands . They must either work for the Government or for us , i . 6. , for violence or against it . There is no middle way . They must not
interfere with us . They must either be amenable to our love or helplessly submit to the bayonet . They may not seek shelter under the banner of non -
violence for the purpose of doing violence . And in order to carry our message to them , we must reach every mill hand individually and let him
understand and appreciate the struggle . Similarly we must reach the rowdy element , befriend them and help them to understand the religious character
of the struggle . We must neither neglect them nor pander to them . We must become their servants . 
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way to 

The peace that we are aiming at is not a patcbed up peace . We must have full guarantees of its continuance without the aid of the Government ,
sometimes even in spite of its activity to the contrary . There must be a heart union between Hindus , Mussalmans , Parsis , Christians and Jews . The
three latter communities may and will distrust the other two . The recent occurrences must strengthen that distrust . We must go out of our conquer their
distrust . 

We must not molest them if they do not become full non - co operators or do not adopt Swadeshi or the white Khadi cap wbich has become its symboi ,
We must not be irritated against them even if they side with the Government on every occasion . We have to make them ours by right of loving service .
This is the necessity of our situation . The alternative is a civil war , And a civil war , with a third power only too happy to consolidate itself by siding
now with the one and then with the other , must be held an impossibility for the near future . 

And what is true of the smaller communities is also true of the co - operators . We must not be impatient with or intolerant to them . We are bound to
recognise their freedom to co - operate with the Government if we claim the freedom to non - co operate . What would we have felt if we were in a
minority and the co - operators being in a majority 

8 
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had used violence against us ? Non - co - operation cum non - violence is the most expeditious method known to the world of winning over opponents .
And our struggle consists in winning opponents including Englishmen over to our side . We can only do so by being free from ill - will against the
weakest or the strongest of them . And this we can only do by being prepared to die for the faith within us and not by killing those who do not see the
truth we enunciate . 

I am , 

22nd Nov. 1921 . 

Your faithful comrade , 

M. K. GANDHI . 

TO EVERY ENGLISHMAN IN INDIA - I 

( Soon after the inauguration of the campaign of non - co operation , Mr. Gandhi addressed an open letter “ To Every Englishman in India " in which he
appealed to them to make common cause with the people of India in their hour of trial . Later on , in July 1921 , he addressed another open letter , this
time appealing for the co - operation of English men at least in the boyoott of foreign cloth and in the anti drink campaign . ] 

DEAR FRIEND 

I wish that every Englishman will see this ap peal and give thoughtful attention to it . 

Let me introduce myself to you . In my humble opinion , no Indian has co - operated with the British 
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Government more than I have for an unbroken period of twenty - nine years of public life in the face of circumstances that might well have turned any
other man into a rebel . I ask you to believe me when I tell you that my co - operation was not based on the fear of the punishments provided by your
laws or any other selfish motives . It was free and voluntary co - operation based on the belief that the sum total of the activity of the British
Government was for the benefit of India . I put my life in peril four times for the sake of the Empire ; -at the time of the Boer War when I was in charge
of the Ambulance Corps whose work was mentioned in General Buller's dispatches , at the time of the Zulu revolt in Natal when I was in charge of a
similar corps , at the time of the commencement of the late war when I raised an Ambulance corps and as a result of the strenuous training had a severe
attack of pleurisy and lastly , in fulfilment of my promise to Lord Chelmsford at the War Conference in Delhi , I threw myself in such an active
recruiting campaign in Kaira District involving long and trying marches , that I had an attack of dysentery which proved almost fatal . I did all this in
the full belief that acts such as mine must gain for my country an equal status in the Empire . So late as last December I pleaded hard for a trustful co -
operation . . I fully 
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believed that Mr. Lloyd George would redeem his promise to the Mussalmans and that the revela tions of the official atrocities in the Punjab would
secure full reparation for the Punjabis . But the treachery of Mr. Lloyd George and its apprecia tion by you and the condonation of the Punjab atrocities
have completely shattered my faith in the good intentions of the Governinent and the nation which is supporting it . 

But though my faith in your good intentions is gone , I recognise your bravery , and I know that what you will not yield to justice and reason , you will
gladly yield to bravery . 

See what this Empire means to India 

Exploitation of India's resources for the benefit of Great Britain , 

An ever - increasing military expenditure , and a civil service the most expensive in the world , 

Extravagant working of every department in utter disregard of India's poverty , 

Disarmament and consequent emasculation of a whole nation lest an armed nation might imperil the lives of a handful of you in our midst , 

Traffic in intoxicating liquors and drugs for the purpose of sustaining a top - beavy administration , 

Progressively repressive legislation in order to suppress an evergrowing agitation seeking to give expression to a nation's agony , 
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Degrading treatment of Indians residing in your dominions , and 

You have shown a total disregard of our feelings by glorifying the Punjab administration and fouting the Mussalman sentiment . 

I know you would not mind if we could fight and wrest the sceptre from your hands . You know that we are powerless to do that , for you have ensured
our incapacity to fight in open and honour able battle , Bravery on the battlefield is thus im possible for us . Bravery of the soul still remains open to us
. I know you will respond to that also . I am engaged in evoking that bravery , Non - co operation means nothing less than training in self sacrifice Why
should we co - operate with you when we know that by your administration of this great country , we are being daily enslaved in an ncreasing degree .
This response of the people to my appeal is not due to my personality . I would ike you to dissmiss me , and for that matter the Ali Brothers too , from
your consideration . My personality will fail to evoke any response to an anti - Muslim cry if I were foolish enough to raise it as the magic name of the
Ali Brothers would fail to inspire the Mussalmans with enthusiasm if they were madly to raise an anti - Hindu cry . Peoples Aock in their thousands to
listen to us because we to - day represent the voice of a nation groaning 
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under your iron heels . The Ali Brothers were your friends as I was , and still am . My religion for bids me to bear any ill - will towards you . I would
not raise my hand against you even if I had the power . I expect to conquer you only by my suffering . The Ali Brothers will certainly draw the sword ,
if they could , in defence of their religion and their country . But they and I have made common cause with the people of India in their attempt to voice
their feelings and to find a remedy for their distress . 

You are in search of a remedy to suppress this rising ebullition of national feeling . I venture to suggest to you that the only way to suppress it is to
remove the causes . You have yet the power . You can repent of the wrongs done to Indians . You can compel Mr. Lloyd George to redeem his promises
. I assure you he has kept many escape doors . You can compel the Viceroy to retire in favour of a better one , you can revise your ideas about Sir
Michæl O'Dwyer and General Dyer . You can compel the Government to summon a con ference of the recognised leaders of the people , duly elected
by them and representing all shades of opinion so as to devise means for granting Swaraj in accordance with the wishes of the people of India . 

But this you cannot do unless you consider every 
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Indian to be in reality your equal and brother . I ask for no patronage , I merely point out to you , as a friend , an honourable solution of a grave
problem . The other solution , namely repression , is open to you . I prophesy that it will fail . It has begun already . The Government has already
imprisoned two brave men of Panipat for holding and express ing their opinions freely . Another is on bis trial in Labore for having expressed similar
opinions . One in the Oudh District is already imprisoned . Anotber awaits judgment . You should know what is going on in your midst . Our
propaganda is being carried on in anticipation of represssion . I invite you respectfully to choose the better way and make common cause with the
people of India whose salt you are eating . To seek to thwart their aspirations is disloyalty to the country . 

I am , 

Your faithful friend , 

M. K. GANDHI . 

j 

TO EVERY ENGLISHMAN IN INDIA - II . 

Dear Friend , 

This is the second time I venture to address you . I know that most of you detest non - co - operation . But I would invite you to isolate two of my acti 
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vities from the rest , if you can give me credit for honesty . 

I cannot prove my honesty , if you do not feel it . Some of my Indian friends charge me with camou flage when I say we need not hate Englishmen
wbilst we may hate the system they have established . I am trying to show them that one may detest the wickedness of a brother without hating him .
Jesus denounced the wickedness of the Scribes and the Pharisees , but he did not hate them . He did not enunciate this law of love for the man and hate
for the evil in him for himself only but he taught the doctrine for universal practice . Indeed , I find it in all the Scriptures of the world . 

I claim to be a fairly accurate student of human nature and vivisector of my own failings . I have discovered that man is superior to the system he
propounds . And so I feel that you as an individual are infinitely better than the system you have evol ved as a corporation . Each one of my countrymen
in Amritsar on that fateful 10th of April was better than the crowd of which he was a member . He , as a man , would have declined to kill those
innocent English bank managers . But in that crowd , many a man forgot himself . Hence it is that an Englishman in office is different from an
Englishman outside . Similarly an Englishman in India is different from an Englishman in Eng . 
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land . Here , in , India , you belong to a system that is vile boyond description . It is possible , therefore , 

, for me 

to condemn the system in the strongest terms , without considering you to be bad and with out imputing bad motives to every Englishmen . You are as
much slaves of the system as we are . I want you , therefore , to reciprocate and not impute to me motives which you cannot read in the written word . I
give you the whole of my motive when I tell you that I am impatient to end or mend a system which has made India subservient to a handful of you and
which has made Englishmen feel secure only in the shadow of the forts and the guns that obtrude themselves on one's notice in India . It is a degrading
spectacle for you and for 

Our corporate life is based on mutual distrust and fear . This , you will admit , is unmanly . A : - system that is responsible for such a state of things 

is necessarily satanic . You should be able to live in India as an integral part of its people and not always as foreign exploiters . One thousand Indian
lives against one English life is a doctrine of dark 

despair , and yet , believe me , it was enunciated in t 1919 by the highest of you in the land . 

I almost feel tempted to invite you to join me in destroying a system that has dragged both you and us down . But I feel I cannot as yet do so . We bave
not shown ourselves earnest , self - sacrificing 

us . 
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and self - restrained enough for that consummation . But I do ask you to help us in the boycott of foreign cloth and in the anti - drink campaign . 

The Lancashire cloth , as English historians have shown , was forced upon India , and her own world famed manufactures were deliberately and syste
matically ruined . India is , therefore , at the mercy not only of Lancashire but also of Japan , France and America , Just see wbat this has meant to
India , We send out of India every year sixty crores ( more of less ) of rupees for cloth . We grow enougb cotton for our own cloth . Is it not madness to
send cotton outside India , and have it manufactured into cloth there and shipped to us ? Was it right to reduce India to such a helpless state ? 

A hundred and fifty years ago , we manufactured all our cloth . Our women spun fine yarn in their own cottages and supplemented the earnings of their
husbands . The village weavers wove that yarn . It was an indispensable part of national economy in a vast agricultural country like ours . It e pabled
us in a most natural manner to utilise our leisure . To - day our women have lost the cunning of their hands , and the enforced idleness of millions bas
impoverished the land , Many weavers have become 

Some have taken to the profession of hired soldiers . Half the race of artistic weavers bad died out , and 

sweepers . 
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the other half is weaving imported foreign yarn for want of finer hand - spun yarn . 

You will perhaps now understand what boycott of foreign cloth means to India . It is not devised as a punishment . If the Government were to - day to
redress the Kbilafat and the Punjab wrongs and consent to India attaining immediate Swaraj , the boycott movement must still continue , Swaraj means
at least the power to conserve Indian industries that are vital to the economic existence of the nation , and to prohibit such imports as may interfere
with such existence . Agriculture and band spinning are the two lungs of the national body . They must be protected against consumption at any cost . 

This matter does not admit of any waiting . The interests of the foreign manufacturers and the Indian importers cannot be considered when the whole
nation is starving for want of a large productive occupation ancillary to agriculture . You will not mistake this for a 

movement of general boycott of foreign goods , India does not wish to shut herself out of international commerce . Things other than cloth which can be
better made outside India , she must gratefully receive upon terms advantageous to the contracting parties . Nothing can be forced upon her . But I do
not wish to peep into the future . I am certainly hoping that 
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was so 

before long it would be possible for India to co operate with England on equal terms . Then will be the time for examining trade relations . For the
time being I bespeak your help in bringing about a boycott of foreign cloth . 

Of similar and equal importance is the campaign againt drink . The liquor shops are an insufferable curse imposed upon society . There never much
awakening among the people as now upon this question . I adinit that here it is the Indian ministers who can help more than you can . But I would like
you to speak out your mind clearly on the question . Under every system of government , total prohibition so far as I can see , will be insisted upon by
the nation . You can assist the growth of the ever - rising agitation by throwing in the weight of your influence on the side of the nation . 

I am , 

Your faithful friend , 

M. K. GANDHI . 

TO THE PARSIS . 

The anti - drink campaign of the non - co - operators had a powerful opponent in the Parsi renters of liquor shops in Bombay . The Mulshi Peta
Satyagraha struggle also emphasised the serious nature of the Indian capitalism . Mr. Gandhi therefore issued an appeal to the Parsis ( Marob 1921 ) to
co - operate with the nationalists in their temperance 
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campaign and also to free India from the curse of Imperia lism . ] Dear Friends , 

I know that you are following with considerable interest the present non - co - operation movement . You may know , too , that all thoughtful non - co
operators are anxiously waiting to see what part you are going to play in the process of purification through which the whole country is passing . I ,
personally , have every reason to have full faith in your doing the right thing when the moment for making the final choice comes to you . And I address
these few words to you because I feel that , probably , that moment has now arrived . 

Apart from your being fellow - countrymen , I am bound to you by many sacred ties . Dadabhai was the first patriot to inspire me . He was my guide
and helper when I did not know any other leader . It was to him that I bore , when yet a boy , a letter of introduction . It was the late uncrowned king of
Bombay who led me in 1896 and showed me the way to work . It was he who , when I wanted to give battle to a Political Agent as far back as 1892 ,
restrained my youthful ardour and taught me the first lesson in Abimsa in public life . He taught me not to resent personal wrongs if I would serve India
. A Parsi merchant in Durban , Rustamjee Ghorkhodoo , was among my most 
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valued clients and friends in South Africa . He gave freely to the public cause , and he and his brave son were the first among my fellow - prisoners . 

He gave me shelter when I was lynched , and now , too , he is following the Swaraj movement with considerable interest and has just donated Rs .
40,000 to it . In my humble opinion , probably the first woman in India to - day is a Parsi woman gentle as a lamb , with a heart that holds the whole
humanity . To have her friendship is the rarest privilege of life . I would love to multiply these sacred memories , but I have given you enough of them
to enable you to understand and to appreciate the motive of this letter . 

You are a very cautious community . You are compact , and you rightly insist on abundant proof of the stability and the morality of any movement
before you would take to it . But there is no danger of your becoming over - cautious , and your success in trade may make you oblivious of tbe wants
and aspirations of the multitude of your countrymen . 

I dread the Rockfeller spirit that seems to be overtaking the great House of the Tatas . I dread to think of the consequences of their appropriating poor
people's properties for doubtful benefit of making India industrial . But I do believe that this is a passing pbase . Your sbrewdness will 
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over 

show you the suicidal nature of such enterprises . Your quick wit will tell you that what India needs is not concentration of capital in a few hands , but
its distribution so as to be within easy reach of the 7 } lakhs of villages that make this continent 1,900 miles long and 1,500 miles broad . I know ,
there fore , it is a question of time when you will throw in your lot as a community with the reformers who are hungering to free India from the curse of
an imperialism which is bleeding her to death . 

But there is one thing for which it will be criminal to wait . A temperance wave is passing 

India . The people want voluntarily to become teetotalers . Society is fast developing a public opinion that would consider drinking an unpardonable
vice . Many Parsis make a living by running liguor shops . Your whole hearted co operation can sweep out of existence many of these plague - spots in
the Bombay Presidency . The Local Governments almost all over India are making a discreditable attempt to thwart the move ment which bids fair to
succeed even to the point of destroying the whole of the Abkari revenue . Will you help the Government or the people ? The Bombay Government has
not yet been seized by panic . But I can hardly imagine that it will have the courage and wisdom to sacrifice the drink revenue , You have to make your
immediate 
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choice , I do not know what your Scriptures say about drink . I can guess what the Prophet , who separated good from evil and sang the victory of the
former over the latter , is likely to have said . But apart from your own religious belief , you have to make up your mind as to whether you will for
ward the cause of temperance in a whole - hearted manner or whether you will supinely and pbiloso phically watch developments . I shall hope that
you as a practical community of India will active ly and thoroughly associate yourselves with the great temperance movement which bids fair to
outshine every such movement in the world . 

I am , 

Your faithful friend , 

M. K. GANDHI . 

TO THE MUSSALMANS OF INDIA . 

( Subsequent to the arrest of the Ali Brothers , in Septem ber 1921 , Mr. Gandhi issued an appeal to the Mussalmans of India exhorting them to be
thorougbly non - violent and detailing the course of action to be followed by them . ] Dear Countrymen , 

While the arrest of Maulanas Shaukat Ali and Mabomed Ali bas touched every Indian beart , I know what it has meant to you . The brave brothers 
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are staunch lovers of their country , but they are Mussalmans first and everything else afterwards . It must be so with every religiously minded man .
The Brothers have for years past represented all that is best and noblest in Islam . No two Mussal - mans have done more than they to raise the status
of Islam in India They have promoted the cause of the Khilafat as no two other Mussalmans of India have . For they have been true , and they dared to
tell what they felt even in their internment in Chindwara . Their long internment did not demoralise or weaken them . They came out just as brave as
they went in . 

And since their release from internment , they have shown themselves true nationalists , and you have taken pride in their being so . 

The Brothers have by their simplicity , humility and inexbaustible energy , fired the imagination of the masses as no other Mussalman has , 

All these qualities have endeared them to you . You regard them as your ideal men . 

You are therefore sorry for their separation from you . Many besides you miss their genial presence . For me , they had become inseparable . I seem to
be without my arms . For anything connected with Mussalmans , Shaukat Ali was my guide and friend . He never once misled me . His judgment was
sound and unerring in most cases . With the Brothers among 

g 
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us I felt safe about Hindu - Muslim upity , the value of which they understood as few of us have . 

But whilst we all miss them , we must not give way to grief or dejection . We must learn , each one of us , to stand alone . God only is our infalli able
and eternal guide . 

To be dejected is not only not to have known the Brothers , but it is , if I may venture to say so , not to know what religion is . 

For do we not learn in all religions , that the spirit of the dear ones abides with us 

even when they physically leave us ? Not only is the spirit of the Brothers with us , but they are serving better by their suffering , than if they were in
our midst giving us some of their own courage , hope and energy . The secret of non - violence and non - co operation lies in our realising that it is
through suffering that we are to attain our goal . What is the renunciation of titles , councils , law courts and schools but a measure ( very slight indeed
) of suffer ing ? That preliminary renunciation is a prelude to the larger suffering , the hardships of a goal life and even the final consummation 

on the gallow if need be . The more we suffer , land the more of us suffer the nearer we are to our cherished goal . 

The earlier and the more clearly we recog nise that it is not big meetings and demonstrations that 
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would give us yictory , but quiet suffering , the earlier and more certain will be our victory . 

I have made your cause my own , because I believe it to be just . Khilafat , I have under : stood from your best men , is an ideal . You are not fighting to
sustain any wrong or even misrule . You are backing the Turks , because they represent the gentlemen of Europe , and because the European and
especially English . prejudice against them is due , not to the Turks being worse than others as men , but to their being Mussalmans and not assimilating
the modern spirit of exploitation of weaker people and their lands . In fighting for the Turks , you are fighting to raise the dignity and the purity of your
own faith . You have naturally therefore 

chosen pure methods to attain your end . It cannot be denied that both Mussalmans and Hindus have lost much in moral stamina . Both of us have
become poor representatives of our respective faiths . Instead of each one of us becoming a true child of God , we expect others to live our religion
and even to die for us . But we have now chosen a method that compels us to turn , each one of us , our face towards God . Non - co - operation
presumes that opponents with whom we non - co - operate resorts to methods which are as questionable as the purpose he seeks to fulfil by Such
methods . We shall 

in 

our 
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we 

therefore find favour in the sight of God only by choosing methods which are different in kind from those of our opponents . This is a big claim have
made for ourselves , and we can attain succeess within the short time appoined by us , only if our methods are in reality radically different from those
of the Government . 

Hence the foundation of our movement rests on complete non - violence , whereas violence is the final refuge of the Government . And as no energy
cap be created without resistance , our non - resistance to Government violence must bring the latter to a standstill . But our non - violence to be true ,
must be in word , thought and deed . It makes no diflerence that with you non - violence is an expedient . Whilst it lasts , you cannot consistently with
your pledge harbour designs of violence . On the contrary we must have implicit faith in our programme of non - violence , which presupposes perfect
accord between thought , word and deed . I would like every Mussalman to realise , whilst the occasion for anger is the greatest , that by non -
violence alone can we gain complete victory even during this year . 

Nor is non - violence a visionary programme . Just imagine what the united resolve of seven crores of Mussalmans ( not count the Hindus ) must mean
. Should we not bave succeeded already , if all the 
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titled men had given up their titles , all the lawyers had suspended their practice and all the students had left teir schools and all had boycotled
councils ? But we must recognise that with many of us the flesh has proved too weak . Seven crores are called Mussalmans and twenty - two crores 

are called Hindus , but only a few are true Mussalmans or true Hindus . Therefore if we have not gained our objective , the cause lies within us . And
if ours is , as we claim it is , a religious struggle , we dare not become impatient save with ourselves , not even with one another . 

The Brothers , I am satisfied , are as innocent as I claim I am , of incitement to violence . Theirs , therefore , is a spotless offering . They have done all
in their power for Islam and their country . Now , if the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs are not redressed and Swaraj is not established during this
year , the fault will be yours and mine . 

We must remain non - violent , but we must not be passive . We must repeat the formula of the Brothers regarding the duty of soldiers and invite
imprisonment . We need not think that the strug gle cannot go on without even the best of us . If it cannot , we are neither fit for Swaraj nor for
redressing the Khilafat or the Punjab wrong . We must declare from a thousand platforms that it is sinful for any Mussalman or Hindu to serve the 
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Own 

can 

existing Government whether as soldier or in any other capacity whatsoever . 

Above all we must concentrate on complete boy . cott of foreign cloth , whether British , Japanese , American , French or any other and begin , if we
have not already done so , to introduce spinning wheels and band looms in our homes and manu . facture all the cloth we need . This will be at once a
test of our belief in non - violence for our country's freedom and for saving the Khilafat . It will be a test also of Hindu - Muslim unity , and it will be a
universal test of our faith in our programme . I repeat my conviction that we achieve our full purpose within one month of a complete boycott of foreign
cloth . For we are then in a position having confidence in our ability to control forces of violence , to offer civil disobe dience , if it is at all found
necessary . 

I can therefore find no balm for the deep wounds inflicted upon you by the Government other than non - violence translated into action by boycott of
foreign cloth and manufacture of cloth in our own homes . 

Madura 24th Sept , 1921 . Your friend and comrade , 

M. K. Gandhi . 

a 

I am , 
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A MANIFESTO , 

a 

[ The prosecution of the Ali Brothers evoked protests from the non - co - operating leaders who headed by Mr. Gandhi i ssued a manifesto declaring
their right to express their opinion regarding Government service and supporting the Karachi resolution for which the Ali Brothers were prosecuted :) 

In view of the prosecution of the Ali Brothers and others for the reasons stated in the Govern ment of Bombay Communique dated the 15th September ,
1921 , we , the undersigned , speaking in our individual capacity , desire to state that it is the inherent right of every one to express his opinion without
restraint about the propriety of the citizens offering their services to , or remaining in the employ of , the Government , whether in the civil or the
military departments . 

We , the undersigned , state it as our opinion , that it is contrary to national dignity for any Indian to serve as a civilian , and more especially as a
soldier , under a system of Government , which bas brought about India's economic , moral and political degradation and which has used the soldiery
and the police for repressing national aspirations , as , for instance , at the time of the Rowlatt Act agitation , and which has used the soldiers for
crushing the liberty of the Arabs , the 
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Egyptians , the Turks and other nations who have done no harm to India . 

We are also of opinion that it is the duty of every Indian soldier and civilian to sever bis connection with the Government and find some other means
of livelihood . 

( The manifesto was signed by Mr. Gandhi and 50 others . ) 

APPEAL TO THE MODERATES . 

[ Though the moderates could not appreciate the principles of non - co - operation , they could , Mr. Gandbi said , at least take up those parts of the
constructive programme of N.C. O. on which there could be no two opinions . e . g . the drink evil . In order to enlist their support he issued the
following appeal in June 1921. ] Dear Friends , 

It is a matter of no small grief to me , that I find myself estranged from you in ideas , although by training and association I have been brought up in the
company of those who have been regard ed as Moderates . Partly owing to circumstances , and partly owing to temperament , I have never belonged to
any of the great parties in India . Nevertheless , my life has been influenced much more by men belonging to the Moderate party than 
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the Extremist , Dadabhai Naoroji , Gokhale , Badruddin Tyabji , Pherozeshah Mehta are all names to conjure with . Their services to the country can
never be forgotten . They have inspired the lives of many like myself throughout our country . I have enjoyed the pleasantest associa tions with many of
the living amongst you . What is it that has flung me away from you and into the lap of the Nationalist party ? Why do I find more in common with the
Nationalists than with you ? I * am unable to see that you love your country less than the Nationalists . I refuse to believe that you are less willing to
sacrifice yourselves for the country's good , than the Nationalists . Certainly the Moderate party can claim as much intelligence , integrity and ability as
the Nationalists , if not more , The difference , therefore , lies in the ideals . 

I will not weary you with a discussion of the different ideals . For the moment , I will simply invite your attention to some of the items in the
constructive programme in the movement of non co - operation . You may not like the word itself . You may intensely dislike , as I know you do , 

many items in the programme . But if you concede . 

to the non - co - operators the same credit for love of the land that you will claim for yourselves , will you not view with favour those parts of the pro
gramme on which there cannot be two opinions ? I 
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refer to the drink evil . I ask you , to accept my evidence that the country as a whole is sick of the drink curse . Those unfortunate men , who have
become slaves to the habit , require to be helped against themselves . Some of them even ask to be helped . I invite you to take advantage of the wave
of feeling that has been roused against the drink traffic . The agitation arose spontaneously . Believe me , the deprivation to the Government of the
drink revenue is of the least importance in the campaign . The country is simply impatient of the evil itself . In no country in the world will it be
possible to carry on this traffic in the face of the united and the enlightened opposition of a people , such as is now to be witnessed in India . What ever
the errors or excesses that were committed by the mob in Nagpur , the cause was just . The people were determined to do away with the drink curse
that was sapping their vitality . You will not be deceived by the specious argument that India must not be made sober by compulsion , and that those
who wish to drink must have faci . lities provided for them . The State does not cater for the vices of its people . We do not regulate or license houses
of ill fame . We do not provide facilities for thieves to indulge their propensity for thieving . I hold drink to be more damnable than thieving and
perhaps even prostitution . 
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not often the parent of both ? I ask you to join the country in sweeping out of existence the drink revenue and abolishing the liquor shops . Many liquor
sellers would gladly close their shops , if the money paid by thera were refunded . 

What about the education of the children ? may be the question asked . I venture to suggest to you that it is a matter of deep humiliation for the country
to find its children educated from the drink revenue . 

We shall deserve the curse of posterity if we do not wisely decide to stop the drink evil , even though we may have to sacrifice the education of our
children . But we need not . I know many of you have laughed at the idea of making education self - supporting by introducing spinning in our schools
and colleges . I assure you that it solves the problem of education as nothing else can . The country cannot bear fresh taxation . Even the existing
taxation is unbearable . Not only must we do away with the opium and the drink revenue , but the other revenues have also to be very considerably
reduced if the ever - growing poverty of the masses is to be combated in the near future . 

And that brings me to the existing system of government . The country is the poorer for the Reforms . The annual expenditure has grown . 

A deeper study of the system has convinced me tbat 
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no tinkering with it will do . A complete revolu tion is the greatest need of the time . The word revolution displeases you . What I plead for , howe
ever , is not a bloody revolution , but a revolution in the thought - world , such as would compel a radical revision of the standard of life in the higher
services of the country . I must frankly confess to you , that the ever increasing rate of salaries paid to the higher branches of the Civil Service fairly
frightens me , as I hope it would frighten you . Is there any correspondence between the life of the governors and of the governed millions who are
groaning under their heels ? The bruised bodies of the latter are a standing testimoney to the truth of my statement . You now belong to the govern ing
class . Let it not be said that your heels are not softer than your predecessors ' or your associ ates ' . Must you also rule from Simla ? Must you also
follow the policy that only a year ago you criticised adversely ? It is under your regime that a man has been sentenced to transportation for life for
holding certain opinions . You may not plead that he was inciting to violence , for not very long ago you dismissed such pleas . The Ali Brothers have
apologised for even a suspicion of violence in their speeches . You will be doing a cruel injustice to the country , if you allow yourselves to believe
that any fear of prosecution has prompted the apology . 
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A new spirit bas been born in the country . The fear of the judge within is more terrible than that of the ore without . Do you know that during the past
six months several high - souled youths , your countrymen , have gone to gaol , because they will not condescend to give security , which in their
opinion was dishonourable for them to do ? It is under your regime that the patience of utterly innocent Moplas has been put to a severe text , and has
as yet not been found wanting . I would gladly think , as I really believe , that you are not responsi ble for the atrocities that are at present being
perpetrated in the name of peace and justice . But you will not let the public or me say that you are helpless where you are not hoodwinked . That ,
however , would bring me to a discussion of our ideals , which I must not enter upon at the present moment . If the country can only get your assis tance
in stopping the drink traffic , you will certainly add to the many services that you have rendered in the past , and , may be , that one step will open your
eyes to many another possibility . 

I remain , Yours as ever , 

M. K. GANDHI . 
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THE BARDOLI ULTIMATUM . 

( Soon after the Malaviya Conference , the representatives appointed by it conducted negotiations with the Viceroy for a round table conference , But
Mr. Gandhi in the mean while addressed an open letter to tha Viceroy intimating to the latter the opening of the campaign of civil disobedience in
Bardoli : Feb , 1922. ] To His Excellency , The Viceroy , 

Delbi . Sir . 

Bardoli is a small tehsil in the Surat District in the Bombay Presidency , having a population of about 87,000 all told . 

On the 29th ultimo it decided under the presi dency of Mr. Vithalbhai Patel to embark on mass civil disobedience , having proved its fitness for it in
terms of the resolution of the All - India congress Committee which met at Delhi during the first week of November last . But as I am perhaps chiefly
responsible for Bardoli's decision , I owe it to Your Excellency and the public to explain the situation under which the decision has been taken . 

It was intended under the resolution of the All India Congress Committee , before referred to , to mark Bardoli the first unit for mass civil dis
obedience in order to mark the national revolt 
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against the Government for its consistently criminal 

refusal to appreciate India's resolve regarding the + Khilafat , the Punjab and Swaraj . 

Then followed the unfortunate and regrettable rioting on the 17th November last in Bombay , resulting in the postponement of the step con templated by
Bardoli , 

Meanwhile repression of a virulent type has taken place with the concurrence of the Government of India in Bengal , Assam , the United Provinces ,
the Punjab , the Province of Delhi and in a way in Bihar and Orissa and elsewhere . I know that you have objected to the use of the word " repression "
for describing the action of the authorities in these provinces . In my opinion when action is taken which is in excess of the requirement of a situation ,
it is undoubtedly repression , The looting of property , assaults on innocent people , the brutal treatment of prisoners in the jails including flogging :
can in no sense be described as legal , civilized or 

in any way necessary . This official lawlessness cannot be described by any other term but lawless repression . Intimidation by non - co - operators or
their syrnpathisers to a certain extent in connection with hartals and picketing may be admitted but in ao case can it be held to justify the wholesale
suppression of peaceful volunteering or equally peaceful public meetings under a distorted use of an 
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extraordinary law which was passed in order to deal with activities which were manifestly violent both in intention and action , nor is it possible to
designate as otherwise than repression , action taken against innocent people under . what has appeared to many of us an illegal use of the ordinary law
, nor again can the administrative interference witb the liberty of the press under a law that is under promise of repeal be regarded as anything but
repression . 

The immediate task before the country , therefore , is to rescue from paralysis freedom of speech , freedom of association and freedom of the press . In
the present mode of the Government of India and in the present unprepared state of the country in respect of complete control of the forces of the
violence , non - co - operators were unwilling to having anything to do with the Malaviya Conference whose object was to induce Your Excellency to
convene a Round Table Con ference . But I was anxious to avoid all avoidable suffering . I had no hesitation in advising the Working Committee of the
Congress to accept the recommendations of that Conference . Although in my opinion the terms were quite in keeping with your own requirements as I
understood them through your Calcutta speech and otherwise , you bave summarily rejected the proposal . 
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free press . 

In the circumstances , there is nothing before the country but to adopt some non - violent method for the enforcement of its demands including the ele
mentary rights of free speech , free association and 

In my bumble opinion the recent events are a clear departure from the civilised policy laid down by Your Excellency at the time of the generous ,
manly and unconditional apology of the Ali Brothers , viz . , that the Government of India should not interfere with the activities of non - co operation
so long as they remained non - violent in word and deed . Had the Government's policy remained neutral and allowed public opinion to ripen and have
its full effect , it would have been possible to advice postponement of the adoption of civil disobedience of an aggressive type till the Congress bad
acquired fuller control over the forces of violence in the country and enforced greater discipline among the millions of its ad . berents . But this
lawless repression ( in a way un paralleled in the history of this unfortunate country ) has made the immediate adoption of mass civil disobedience an
imperative duty . The Working Committee of the Congress has restricted it to only certain areas to be selected by me from time to time , and at present
it is confined only to Bardoli . I may , under said authority , give my consent at once in respect of a group of 100 villages in Guntur 

10 
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in the Madras Presidency , provided they can strict ly conform to the conditions of non - violence , unity among different classes , the adoption and
manu . facture of hand spun khadi and untouchability , 

But before the people of Bardoli actually com mence mass civil disobedience , I would respect fully urge you as the head of the Government of India ,
finally to revise your policy and set free all the non - co - operating prisoners who are convicted or under trial for non - violent activities and to
declare in clear terms a policy of absolute non - in terference with all non - violent activities in the country whether they be regarding the redress of
the Khilafat or the Punjab wrongs or Swaraj or any other purpose and even though they fall under the repressive sections of the Penal Code or the
Criminal Procedure Code or other repressive laws subject always to the condition of non - violence . I would further urge you to free the Press from
all administrative control and to restore all the fines and forfeitures recently imposed . In thus urging I am asking Your Excellency to do what is being
done to - day in every country which is deemed to be under civilized Government . If you can see your way to make the necessary declaration within
seven days of the date of publication of this manifesto , I shall be prepared to advise postponement of civil disobe dience of an aggressive character ,
till the imprisoned 
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workers have , after their discharge , reviewed the whole situation and considered the position de nova . If the Government make the requested
declaration : I shall regard it as an honest desire on its part to zive effect to public opinion and shall therefore have 10 hesitation in advising the
country to be engaged n further moulding public opinion without violent estraint from either side and trust to its working o secure the fulfilment of its
unalterable demands . Aggressive civil disobedience in that case will be aken up only when the Government departs from ts policy of strictest
neutrality or refuse to yield to : learly expressed opinion of the vast majority of the people of India . 

I remain , Your Excellency's faithful servant and friend , 

M. K. GANDHI , 

REPLY TO GOVERNMENT'S 

COMMUNIQUE 

[ The Government of India issued a communique in eply to Mr. Gandhi's Bardoli ultimatum .in which they ro pudiated his assertions and pointed out
that the issue before be country was no longer between this or that programme of political advance but between lawlessness and the maintenance 

f law and order . Mr. Gandhi issued the following rejoinder D reply to the Govornments ' contention . ] 
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. 

I have very carefully read the Government's reply to my letter . I confess that I was totally unprepared for such an evasion of the realities of the case as
the reply betrays . 

1 will take the very first repudiation . The reply says they ( the Govt . ) emphatically repudiate the statement that they have embarked on a policy of
lawless repression and also the suggestion that the present campaign of civil disobedience has been forced on the non - co - operation party in order to
secure the elementary rights of free association , free speech and free press . Even a cursory glance at my letter would show that whilst civil
disobedience was authorised by the All - India Con gress Committeee meeting held on the 4th Novem ber at Delhi , it had not commenced . I have
made it clear in my letter that the contemplated mass civil disobdience was indefinitely postponed on account of the regretable events of the 17th
November in Bombay . That decision was duly publisbed and it is within the knowledge of the Government as also the public that herculear efforts
were being made to combat the still linger ing violent tendency amongst the people . It is also within the knowledge of the Government and the public
that a special form of pledge was devis . ed to be signed by volunteers with the deliberate purpose of keeping out all but men of proved 
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character , The primary object of these volun teer's associations was to inculcate amongst the masses the lessons of non - violence and to keep the
peace at all non - co - operation functions . Unfor tunately the Government of India lost its head completely over the Bombay events and perhaps , still
more over the very complete hartal on the same date at Calcutta . I do not wish to deny that there might have been some intimidation practiced in
Calcutta , but it was not , I venture to submit , the fact of intimidation , but the irritation caused by the completeness of the hartal that maddened the
Government of India as also the Government of Bengal . Repression there was even before that time , but nothing was said or done in connection with
it . But the repression that came in the wake of the notifications proclaiming the Criminal Law Amendent Act for the purpose of dealing with volunteers
' associations and the Seditious Meetings Act for the purpose of dealing with public meetings held by non - co - operators , came upon the non - co -
operation community as a bomb shell 

I repeat , then , that these notifications and the arrests of Deshbandu Chittaranjan Das and Maulana Abul Kalam Asad in Bengal , the arrest of Pandit
Motilal Nehru and his co - workers in the U. P. and of Lala Lajput Rai and his party in the 
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Punjab made it absolutely necessary to take up , not yet aggressive civil disobedience , but only defensive civil disobedience , otherwise described as
passive resistance . Even Sir Hormusji Wadia was obliged to declare that , if the Bombay Government followed the precedents set by the
Governments of Bengal , U. P. and the Punjab he would be bound to resist such notifications , that is , 

to enrol himself as a volunteer or to attend public • meetings in defiance of Government order to the 

contrary . It is thus clear that a case has been completely made out for civil disobedience , unless the Government have revised its policy wbicb bas
resulted in the stopping of public meetings , public associations and the non - co - operation press in many parts of India . 

Now for the statement that the Government have embarked on a policy of lawless repression instead of an ample expression of regret and apology for
the barbarous deeds that have been committed by officers in the 

name of law and order . I regret to find in the Government reply a categorical denial of any lawless represe sion . In this connection I urge the public
and Government carefully to consider the following facts whose substance is beyond challenge :-( 1 ) Official shooting at Entally in Calcutta and the
callous treatment even of a corpse . ( 2 ) The 
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admitted brutality of the civil guards ( 3 ) . The for cible dispersal of a meeting at Dacca and the dragging of innocent men by their legs although they
had given no offence or cause whatsoever . ( 4 ) Similar treatment of volunteers in Aligarh ( 5 ) The conclusive ( in my opinion ) findings of the
commit tee presided over by Dr. Gokhul Chand about the brutal and uncalled for assaults upon volunteers and the public in Lahore . ( 6 ) The wicked
and , inbuman treatment of volunteers and the public at Jullundur . ( 7 ) The shooting of a boy at Dehra Dun and the cruelly forcible dispersal of a
public meet ing of that place . ( 8 ) The looting admitted by the Bihar Government of villages by an officer and his company without any permission
whatsoever , from any one , but , as stated by non - co - operators , at the invitation of a planter , assaults upon volunteers and the burning of khaddar
and papers belonging to the Congress at Sonepur . ( 9 ) The midnight searches and arrests in the Congress and Khilafat offices . 

I have merely given a sample of the many infalli ble proofs of official lawlessness and barbarism . I bave mentioned not even a tithe of what is hap
pening all over the country . I wish to state , with out fear of successful contradiction , that the scale on which this lawlessness bad gone on in so many
provinces of India puts into shade the inhumanities 
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that were practised in the Punjab , if we except crawling order and the massacre at Jallianwalla . bagh . It is my certain conviction that the massacre at
Jallianwallabagh was a clean transac tion compared to the unclean transactions des . cribed above , and the pity of it is that , because people are not
shot or butchered , the tortures through which hundreds of inoffensive men have gone through do not produce a sufficient effect to turn everybody's face
against this Government . 

But as if this warfare against innocence was not enough , the reins are being tightened in the jails . We know nothing of what is happening to - day in
Karachi jail , to à solitary prisoner in the Sabar mati jail and to a batch in the Benares jail , all of whom are as innocent as I claim to be myself . Their
crime consists in their constituting them selves the trustees of national honour and dignity . I am hoping that these proud and defiant spirits will not be
sent into submission masquerading in the official garb . I deny the right of the authori ties to insist on high - souled men appearing before them almost
naked or paying any obsequeous resº pect to them by way of salaming with open palms brought together , or reciting to the intonation of 

Sarkar - ike - Jai " . No god - fearing man will do the latter even if he has to be kept standing in his stock for days and nights , as a Bengal school 
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master is reported to have been for the sake of the dignity of human nature . 

I trust that Lord Reading and his draftsmen do not know the facts that I have adduced or are being carried yaway by their belief in the infallibility of
their employees . I refuse to be lieve in the statements which the public regards as God's truth . If there is the slightest exag geration in the statements
that I have made , I shall as publicly withdraw them and apologise for them as I am making them now , but , as it is , I undertake to prove the substance
of every one of these charges if not the very letter and much more of them , before any impartial tribunal of men or women unconnected with the
Government . I in vite Pandit Malaviyaji and those who are perform ing the thankless task of securing a round table conference to form an impartial
commission to investigate these charges by which I stand or fall . 

It is the physical and brutal ill - treatment of humanity which has made many of my co - workers and myself impatient of life itself and in the face of
these things I don't wish to take public time by dealing in detail wbat I mean by abuse of the common law of the country but I cannot help correcting the
mis - impression which is likely to be created in connection with the Bombay disorders , disgraceful and deplorable as they were , Let it be 
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remembered that , of the persons who lost their lives over 45 were non - co - operators or their sympa . thisers , the hooligans , and of the 400
wounded , to be absolutely on the safe side , over 350 were also derived from the same class . I do not com . plain ; the co - operators , the non - co -
operators and the friendly hooligans got wbat they deserved : they began the violence and they reaped the reward . Let it also not be forgotten that ,
with all deference to the Bombay Goveroment , it was non - co - opera tors , ably assisted by independents and co - opera tors , who brought peace out
of that chaus of the two days following the fateful 17th . 

I must totally deny the imputation that the appli cation of the Criminal Law Amendment Act was confined to associations the majority of the mem bers
of which had habitually indulged in violence and intimidation . The prisons of India to - day hold some of the most inoffensive men and hardly any who
are convicted under the law . Abundant proof can be produced in support of this statement as also of the fact that almost wherever meetings have been
broken up there was actually no risk of violence . 

The Government of India deny that the Viceroy has laid down upon the apology of the Ali Bro thers the civilised policy of non - interference with the
non - violent activities of non.co - operators . I am extremely sorry for this repudiation . The very 
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part of the communique reproduced in the reply is in my opinion sufficient proof that the Government did not intend to interfere with such activitities
The Government did not wish to be inferred that speeches promoting disaffection of a less violent character were not an offence against the law . I
have never stated that breach of any law was not to be an offence against it , but I have stated , as I repeat now , that it was not the intention of the
Government then to prosecute the non - violent activities although they might amount to a techni cal breach of the law . 

As to the conditions of the conference the Government reply evidently omits to mention the two words and otherwise " after the words “ Calcutta
speech ” in my letter . I repeat that the terms " I would gather from the Calcutta speech and otherwise " were nearly the same that were men tioned in
the resolutions of the Malaviya Conference . What are called the unlawful activities of the N. C. O. party being a reply to the notifications of the
Government , would have ceased automati cally with the withdrawal of those notifications , because the formation of volunteer corps and pub lic
meetings would not be unlawful activities after the withdrawal of the offending notification . Even while the negotiations were going on in Calcutta ,
the discharge of Fatwa prisoners was asked for and 

9 
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I can only repeat what I have said elsewhere that if it is disloyal to say that military service under the existing system of Government is a sin against
God and humanity , I fear that such disloyalty must continue . 

The Government communique does me a cruel wrong imputing to me a desire that the proposed round table conference should be called merely to
register my decrees . I did state , in order to avoid any misunderstanding , the Congress demands , as I felt I was in duty bound , in as clear terms as
possible . No Congressman could approach any 

. conference without making his position clear . I accepted the ordinary courtesy of not considering me or any Congressmen to be impervious to reason
or argument . It is open to anybody to convince me that the demands of the Congress regarding the Khilafat , the Punjab and Swaraj are wrong or
unreasonable and I would certainly retrace my steps and , so far as I am concerned , rectify the wrong . The Government of India know that such has
been always my attitude . 

The communique , strangely enough , says that the demands set forth in my manifesto are larger than those of the Working Committee . I claim that they
fall far below the demands of the Working Committee , for what I now ask against the total suspension of Civil Disobedience of an 

even 
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aggressive character is merely the stoppage of ruthless repression , the release of prisoners convic ted under it and a clear declaration of policy . The
demands of the Working Committee included a round table conference . In my manifesto I have not asked for a Round Table Conference at all . It is
true that this wanting of a Round Table Conference does not proceed from any expediency , but it is a confession of present weakness . I freely
recognise that , unless India becomes satura ted with the spirit of non - violence and generates disciplined strength that can only come from non
violence , she cannot enforce her demands and it is for that reason that I now consider that the first thing for the people to do is to secure a reversal of
this mad repression and then to concentrate upon more complete organisation and more construction . And here again the communique does me an injus
tice by merely stating that Civil Disobedience of an aggressive character will be postponed until the opportnnity is given to the imprisoned leaders of
reviewing the whole situation after their discharge and by conveniently omitting to mention the fol lowing conclusion of my letter . " If the Government
make the requested declaration I shall regard it as an honest desire on its part to give effect to public opinion and shall therefore have no hesitation in
advising the country to be engaged in further 
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moulding public opinion without violent restraint from either side and trust to its working to secure the fulfilment of its unalterable demands . Aggres
sive Civil Disobedience in that case will be taken up only when the Government departs from its policy of strictest neutrality or refuse to yield to the
clearly expressed opinion of the vast majority of the people of India . ” 

I venture to claim extreme reasonableness and moderation for the above presentation of the case . The alternative before the people , therefore , is not .
as the communique concludes , between lawless ness with all its disastrous consequences on the one band and on tbe other the maintenance of those
principles which lie at the root of all civilised Governments . Mass Civil Disobedience , it adds , is fraught with such danger to the State that it must
be met with " sterness and severity ' . The choice before the people is mass civil disobedience with all its undoubted dangers and lawless repression
of the lawful activities of the people . I hold that it is impossible for any body of self - respecting men for fear of unknown dangers to sit still and do
nothing effective when looting of property and assaulting of innocent men are going on all over the country in the name of law and order . 

( While Bardoli was about to begin civil disobedience a terrible tragedy occurred at Chauri Chaura in which forces 

6 
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of violence got loose resulting in a serious riot . Mr. Gandhi interpreted this occurance as a third warning to sus pend civil disobedience and
accordingly the Bardoli camp aign was given up . ] 

“ IF I AM ARRESTED . ” 

[ Mr. Gandhi issued the following message to the people on the eve of his arrest March 1922. ] 

The rumour has been revived that my arrest is imminent . It is said to be regarded as a mistake by some officials that I was not arrested when I was to
be , i . 6. , on the 11th or 12th of February and that the Bardoli decision ought not to have been allowed to affect the Government's programme . It is
said , too , that it is now no longer possible for the Government to withstand the ever rising agita tion in London for my arrest and deportation , I
myself cannot see how the Government can avoid arresting me if they want a permanent abandonment of civil disobedience whether individual or mass
. 

I advised the Working Committee to suspend mass civil disobedience at Bardoli because that disobedience would not have been civil , and if I am
now advising all provincial workers to suspend even individual civil disobedience , it is because I know that any disobedience at the present stage
will be not civil but criminal . A tranquil 
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atmosphere is an indespensible condition of civil disobedience . It is humiliating for me to discover that there is a spirit of violence abroad and that
the Government of the United Provinces has been obiiged to enlist additional police of avoiding a re petition of Chauri Chaura . I do not say that all
that is claimed to have happened , has happened but it is impossible to ignore all the testimony that is given in proof of the growing spirit of violence
in some parts of those provinces . In spite of my political differences with Pundit Hrida yanatb Kunzru , I regard him to above wilful perversion of
truth , I consider him to be one of the most capa . ble among public workers . He is not a man to be easly carried away . When , therefore , he gives an
opinion upon anything , it immmediately arrests my attention . 

Making due allowance for the colouring of his judgment by reason of his pro Government attitude , I am unable to dismiss his report of the Chauri
Chaura tragedy as unworthy of consideration . Nor is it possible to ignore letters received from Zamindars and others informing me of the violent
temperament and ignorent lawless ness in the United Propiaces . I have before me the Bareilly report signed by the Congress Secre tary . Whilst the
authorities behaved like mad men and forgot themselves in their fit of anger , we are not , if that report is to be believed , without fault . 
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The volunteer procession was not a civil demons tration . It was insisted upon in spite of a sharp division of opinion in our own ranks , Though the
crowds that gathered were not violent , the spirit of the demonstration was undoubtedly violent . It was an impotent show of force wholly unneces sary
for our purpose and hardly a preclude to civil disobedience , That the autborities could have handled the procession in a better spirit , that they ought
not to have interfered with the Swaraj flag , that they ought not to have objected to the seizure of the Town Hall which was town property as Con gress
offices in view of the fact that it had been so used for some months with the permission of the Town Council , is all very true . But we have ceased to
give credit to the authorities for common or reasonable seuse . On the contrary we have set ourselves against them because we except nothing but
unreason and violence from them , and know ing that the authorities would act no better than they did , we should have refrained from all the previous
irritating demonstrations . That the U. P. Government are making a mountain out of a mole hill , that they are discounting their own provoca • tion and
the provocation given by the murdered men at Chauri Chaura is nothing new . All that I am concerned with is that it is not possible for us to claim tbat
we have given them no handle whatso 

9 
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ever . It is therefore ' as a penance that civil dis obedience has been suspended . But if the atmos phere clears up , if the people realise the full value of
the adjecive civil ' and become in reality non violent both in spirit and in deed , and if I find that the Government still do not yield to the people's will ,
I shall certainly be the first person to advocate individual or mass civil disobedience as the case may be . There is no escape from that duty without the
people wishing to surrender their birth right . 

I doubt the sincerity of Englishmen who are born fighters when they declaim against civil disobedience as if it was a diobolical crime to be punished
with exemplary severity . If they have glorified armed rebellions and resorted to them on due occasions , why are many of them up in arms against the
very idea of civil resistance ? I can understand their saying that the attainment of a non - violent atmos phere is a virtual impossibility in India . I do not
believe it , but I can appreciate such an objection . What however is beyond my comprehension is the dead set made against the very theory of civil
disobedience as if it was something immoral . To expect me to give up the preaching of civil dis obedience is to ask me to give up preaching peace
which would be tantamount to asking me to commit suicide . 

I hope , however , that wbether the Gover oment 
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arrest me or whether they stop by direct or indirect means the publication of the three journals , * the public will remain unmoved , It is a matter of no
pride or pleasure to me but one of humiliation that the Government refrain from arresting me for fear of an outbreak of universal violence and awful
slaughter that any such outbreak must involve . It would be a sad commentary upon my preaching of , and upon the Congress and Khilafat pledge of ,
non violence , if my incarceration was to be a signal for a storm all over the country , Surely , it would be a demonstration of India's unreadiness for a
peace ful rebellion . It would be a triumph for the bureau cracy , and it would be almost a final proof of the correctness of the position taken up by the
Mode rate friends , viz . , that India can never be prepared for non - violent disobedience . I hope , therefore , that the Congress and Khilafat workers
will strain every nerve and show that all the fears entertained by the Government and their supporters were totally wrong . I promise that such act of
self - restraint will take us many a mile towards our triple goal . 

There should therefore be no hartals , no noisy demonstrations , no processions . I would regard the observance of perfect peace on my arrest as a
mark of high honour paid to me by my countrymen . What I would love to see , however , is the constructive work * Young India , Gujerati Navajivan
and Hindi Navajivan . 
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of the Congress going on with clockwork regularity and the speed of the Punjab express . I would love to see people who have hitherto kept back ,
voluntarily discarding all their foreign cloth and making a bonfire of it . Let them fulfil the whole of the constructive programme framed at Bardoli ,
and they will not only release me and other prison ers , but they will also inaugurate Swaraj and secure redress of the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs .
Let them remember the four pillars of Swaraj : Non - violence , Hindu - Moslem - Sikh - Parsi Christian - Jew unity , total removol of untouchabi lity
and manufacture of hand spun and band woven Khaddar completely displacing foreign cloth . 

I do not know that my removal from their midst will not be a benefit to the people . In the first instance the superstition about the possession of
supernatural powers by me will be demolished . Secondly , the belief that people have accepted the non - co - operation programme only under my
influ ence and that they have no independent faith in it will be disproved . Thirdly , our capacity for Swa raj will be proved by our ability to conduct
our activities in spite of the withdrawal even of the orginator of the current programme . Fourthly and selfisbly , it will give me a quiet and pbysical
rest , which perhaps I deserve . 
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TO CO - WORKERS 

[ In the course of a letter to the General Secretary of the Congress a few days before his arrest , Mr. Gandhi wrote as follows :) 

You ask me for my future programme . 

I have just sent you a telegram as follows :: 

“ In Ahmedabad till Saturday ; Surat Sunday , Monday ; Bardoli Tuesday . " 

But that is ' Government willing , ' for I have per sistent rumours being thrust upon me that my leave is now more than overdue , and I am also told that
I shall be relieved of my burdens inside of 7 days . Subject , therefore , to that happy contingency , you have the foregoing programme . 

If I am arrested , I look to you and all who are out to keep absolute peace . 

It will be the best honour that the country can do me . Nothing would pain me more , in whatever jail I may find myself than to be inform ed by my
custodians that a single bead has been broken by or on behalf of non - co - operators , a single man had been insulted or a single building damag ed . If
the people or the workers have at all under stood my message , they will keep exemplary peace . I would certainly be delighted if in the night follow
ing my arrest , there was throughout the length and breadth of India , a bonfire of all foreign cloth 
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voluntarily surrendered by the people without the slightest compulsion having been exercised , and a fixed determination to use nothing but khaddar ,
and till then in the glorious weather of India to wear nothing but a piece of loin - cloth , and in the case of Mussulmans , the minimum required by
religious obligation . I would certainly love to be told that there a phenomenal demand for spinning • wheels and that all workers who did not know
hand spinning bad commenced it in right earnest . The more I think over our future programme , and the more news I get about the spirit of violence that
has silently but surely crept into our ranks , the more convinced I am that even individual civil disobedience would be wrong . 

It would be much better to be forsaken by everybody and to be doing the right thing than to be doing the wrong thing for the sake of boasting a large
following . Whether we are few or whether we are many , so long as we believe in the programme of non - violence there is no absolution from the
full constructive programme . Enforce it to - day , and the whole country is ready for mass civil disobedience to - morrow , Fail in the effort , and you
are not ready even for individual civil disobedience . Nor is the matter difficult . If all the members of the All - India Congress Com mittee and
Provincial Congress Committees are convinced of the correctness of the premises I have 
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laid down , it can be done . The pity of it is that they are not so convinced . A policy is a temporary creed liabie to be changed , but while it holds good
it has got to be pursued with apostolic zeal . 

LETTER TO HAKIM AJMAL KHAN 

[ The following letter was addressed by Mr. Gandhi to , Hakim Ajmal Khan from the Jail , March , 12 , 1922. ] 

We all now realise , as we have never before realised that without that unity we cannot attain our freedom , and I make bold to say that without that
unity Mussalmans of India cannot render the Khilafat all the aid they wish . Divided , we must ever remain slaves . This unity , therefore , cannot be a
mere policy to be discarded when it does not suit us . 

We can discard it only wben we are tired of Swaraj . Hindu - Muslim unity must be our creed to last for all time and under all circumstances . 

Nor must that unity be a menace to the minori . ties -- the Parsis , the Christians , the Jews or the powerful Sikhs . If we seek to crush any of them , we
shall some day want to fight each other . 

I have been drawn so close to you chiefly because I know that you believe in Hindu - Muslim unity in the full sense of the term , 

This unity in my opinion is unattainable without 
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our adopting non - violence as a firm policy . I call it a policy because it is limited to the preservation of that unity . But it follows that thirty crores of
Hindus and Mussalmans , united not for a time but for all time , can defy all the powers of the world and should consider it a cowardly act to resort to
violence in their dealings with the English adminis . trators . We have hitherto feared them and their .guns in our simplicity . The moment we realise
our combined strength we shall consider it unmanly to fear them and , therefore , ever to think of striking them . Hence am I anxious and impatient to
perº suade my countrymen to feel non - violent , not out of our weakness but out of our strength . But you and I know that we have not yet evolved the
non violence of the strong and we have not done so , because the Hindu - Muslim union has not gone much beyond the stage of policy . There is still
too much mutual distrust and consequent fear . 

I am not disappointed . The progress we have made in that direction is indeed phenomenal . We seem to have covered in eighteen months ' time the
work of a generation . But infinitely more is necessary . Neither the classes nor the masses feel instinctively that our union is as necessary as the breath
of our nostrils . 

For this consummation we must , it seems to me , rely more upon quality than quantity , Given a 

a 
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sufficient number of Hindus and Mussalmans with almost 

fanatical faith in everlasting friendship between the Hindu and the Mussalmans of India , we shall not be long before the unity permeates the masses . A
few of us must first clearly under stand that we can make no headway without accepting don violence in thought , word and deed for the full realisation
of our political ambition . I would , therefore , beseach you and the members of the Working Committee and the All - India Congress Committee to see
tbat our ranks contain no workers who do not fully realise the essential truth I have enedavoured to place before you . A living faith cannot be
manufactured by the rule of majority . 

To me the visible symbol of All - India unity and , therefore , of the acceptance of non - violence as an indispensable means for the realisation of our
political ambition is undoubtedly the Charka i . 6. , khaddar . Only those who believe in cultivating a non - violent spirit and eternal friendship
between Hindus and Mussalmans will daily and religiously spin . Universal hand spining and the universal manufacture and use of hand spun and hand
woven khaddar will be a substantial , if not absolute , proof of the real unity and non - violence . And it will be a recognition of the living kinship with
the dumb masses . Nothing can possibly unify and revivify India as the acceptance by all India of the 
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spinning wheel as a daily sacrament and the khaddar wear as a privilege and a duty . 

Whilst , therefore , I am anxious that more title holdrs should give up their titles , lawyers law- . courts , scholars the Government schools or colleges ,
the Councillors the Councils and the soldiers and the civilians , their posts , I would urge the nation to restrict its activity in this direction only to the
con solidation of the results already achieved and to trust its strength to command further abstentions from association with a system we are seeking to
mend or end . 

Moreover , the workers are too few . I would not waste a single worker to day on destructive work when we have such an enormous amount of con
structive work . But perhaps the most conclusive argument against devoting further time to destruc tive propaganda is the fact that the spirit of intoler
ance which is a form of violence has never been so rampant as now . Co - operators are estranged from us ; they fear us . They say that we are
establish ing a worse bureaucracy than the existing one . We must remove every cause for such anxiety . We must go out of our way to win them to our
side . We must make Englishmen safe from all barm for our side . I should not have to labour the point , if it was clear to every one as it is to you and
to me that our pledge of non - violence implies 
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utter humility and good - will even towards our bitterest opponent . The necessary spirit will be automatically realised if only India will devote her
sole attention to the work of construction suggest ed by me . 

I flatter myself with the belief that my imprisonment is quite enough for a long time to come . I believe in all humility that I have no ill - will against
any one . Some of my friends would not have to be as non - violent as I am . But we contemplated the imprisonment of the most innocent . If I may be
allowed that claim , it is clear that I should not be followed to prison by anybody at all . We do want to paralyse the Government considered as a
system , not , however , by intimidation but by the irresistible pressure of our innocence . In my opinion it would be intimida tion to fill the jails
anyhow . And why should more innocent men seek imprisonment till one considered to be the most innocent has been found inadequate for the purpose
. 

My caution against further courting of imprison . ment does not mean that we are now to shirk imprisonment . If the Government will take away every
non - violent non - co - operator , I should welcome it . Only it should not be because of our civil dis obedience , defensive or aggressive . Nor , I
hope , will the country fret over those who are in jail . It 
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will do them and the country good to serve the full term of their imprisonment . They can be fitly discharged before their time only by an Aci of the
Swaraj Parliament . And I entertain an absolute conviction that universal adoption of khaddar is Swaraj . 

I have refrained from mentioning untouchability . I am sure every good Hindu believes that it has got to go . Its removal is as necessary as the
realisation of Hindu - Muslim unity , 

I have placed before you a programme which is in my opinion the quickest and the best . No impatient Khilafatist can devise one better . May God give
you health and wisdom to guide the country to her destined goal . 

I am , Yours Sincerely , M. K. Gandhi . 

LETTER TO MOULANA ABDUL BARI . 

[ Mr. Gandhi wrote the following letter from the Ahmeda . bed jail soon after his arrest , ] Dear Maulana Sahib , 

Just now I am enjoying myself in my house of freedom , Hakimji and other friends are here . I feel your absence , but that does not much worry me
since we had ample discussion at Ajmer . I 
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know that you will certainly , steadily stick to those principles that formed the subject of our talk . I will earnestly request you to avoid making any
speeches in the public . Personally after deep thought I have come to the conclusion that if there is anything that can serve an effective and visible
symbol of the Hindu - Muslim unity , it is the adop tion of charka and pure khaddar dress prepared from band spun yarn by the rank and file of both the
communities .. Only universal acceptance of this cult can supply us with a common idea and afford a common basis of action . 

The use of kbaddar cannot become universal until both the communities take to it . The univer sal adoption of charka and khaddar , therefore , would
awaken India . It will also be a proof of our capacity to satisfy all our needs . Ever since the commencement of our present struggle we have been
feeling the necessity of boycotting foreign cloth . I venture to suggest that when kbaddar comes universally in use , the boycott of foreign cloth will
automatically follow . Speaking for myself , charka and khaddar have a special reli . gious significance to me because they are a symbol of kinship
between the members of both the com munities with the hunger and disease stricken poor . It is by virtue of the fact that our movement can to - day be
described as moral and economic as well 
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as political . So long as we cannot achieve this little thing , I feel certain success ' is impossible . Again the khaddar movement can succeed only when
we recognise non - violence as an essential condition for the attainment of Swaraj and Khila fat both . Therefore the khaddar programme is the only
effective and successful programme that I can place before the country at present . I was so glad when you told me that you would begin to Spin
regularly when I be arrested . I can only say that every man , woman and child ought to spin as a religious duty till a complete and permanent 

boycott of foreign cloth is effected , the Khilafat · and the Punjab wrongs satisfactorily redressed and 

Swaraj attained . May I entreat you to use all your influence for popularising Charkba among your Muslim brethren . 

LETTER TO MR . ANDREWS . 

[ The following is ' Mr. Gandhi's reply to Mr. C. F. Andrews ' letter expressing deep regret that , on account of the railway strike , he was not able to
leave his work and go to him early . ] 

Sabarmati Jail , March 17 . “ My dear Charlie , I have just got your letter . You were quite right in not leaving your work . You 
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AS HAPPY AS A BIRD , 

me 

should certainly go to Gurudev , and be with him as long as he needs you . I would certainly like your going to the Ashram ( Sabarmati ) , and staying
there awhile , when you are free . But I would not expect you to see in jail ; I am as happy as a bird ! My ideal of a jail life - especially that of a civil
resister , -is to be cut off entirely from all connection with the outside world . To be allowed a visitor is a privilege - a civil resister may neither seek ,
nor receive , a privilege , The religious value of jail discipline is enhanced by renouncing privileges . The forthcoming imprisonment will be to me
more a religious than a political advantage . If it is a sacrifice , I want it to be the purest . 

With love , Yours , Mohan , 

THE TATA PRINTING WORKS , MADRAS . 
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